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After a number of serious Campus
Safety incidents, Dean of Students
Frederick Alford and Director of
Campus Safety Charles Morris sent a
letter on Wednesday, Feb. 11 to Trinity
College students and their families
warning them to be conscientious of
their surroundings.
"Good individual judgment means
watching out for others in the communi·
ty," read the letter. "Practicing personal
safety is often in simpler gestures such
as, 'Hey, take it easy' or 'You forgot to
lock your door', but also in the community-minded, 'I am sorry, but I can't let
you in to the building- you need to call
the person you know to let you in'. Good
safety relies on having a vigilant staff,
safety services, and individuals who
watch out for themselves and the community at large."

is even seen. I have been hearing radio
ads and seeing posters for productions
of this show all over the country since
its debut in 1996. I finally decided it
was time to see what all the fuss was
about. The Women and Gender
Resource Action Center's production of
the Vagina Monologues, directed by
Shantell Scott '09 and Jessica Capers
'11, was just as provocative as the title
suggests.
The Vagina Monologues, written by
Eve Ensler, is an episodic play in which
women tell tales in regards to, believe it
or not, their vaginas. Tales include stories of love, rape, and childbirth. In
1998, Ensler created V-Day, a global,
non-profit organization that had raise
over 50 million dollars for women's antiviolence groups. The proceeds from productions of The Vagina Monologues go
towards this organization._
The production pulled in a relatively
large crowd, almost filling the spacious
Washington
Room.
Interestingly
enough, there were a myriad of male
spectators in the audience. A few
seemed to have been pulled along by
their girlfriends, while others seemed
interested in the upcoming performance.

The debate over whether or not
Connecticut should allow the sale of
liquor on Sundays has begun again due
to local legislative pressure. As it
stands, Connecticut is one of only three
states in the country that maintains a
ban on Sunday liquor sales, a law
imposed in 1933. Package store owners
on the borders ·of Connecticut are pushing for Sunday liquor sales, while owners closer to the middle of the state are
resisting the legislative change.
Supporters of this change insist that
the extra day of sales will provide extra
tax revenue, something that is deemed
necessary in times of economic strife
such as now. Their main reasoning is
the fact that countless Conn. residents
travel across the borders on Sundays to
purchase their drinks in New York,
Massachusetts, or Rhode Island.
Those resisting the change insist
that the extra day of sales will not provide any extra revenue, and would
merely be a waste of energy. Many of
these stores are small, family run businesses, whose owners would prefer to
have Sundays off.
The state receives sales tax and alcohol tax from every sale in these liquor
stores. For every six-pack of beer sold,
the state makes 53 cents of tax. In 2003,
however, when liquor store hours were
increased, there was no significant rise
in revenue; thus many say that an
entire extra day of running these stores
will result in losses rather than gains.
This does not deter the insistence of
those who do business on the borders,
such as Dominic Alaimo, owner of
Freshwater Package Store, barely two
miles from the Massachusetts border.
"Connecticut cars are pouring over the
border," said Alaimo to reporter Shawn
R. Beals in a Monday, Feb 9 article in
The Hartford Courant. "They go there
for convenience because they are open."
According to same Courant article,
Connecticut Senator John A. Kissel, the
one who proposed the controversial bill,
agrees with this sentiment. "I view it as
a way to raise revenue for the state and
as a way to keep our small business
owners afloat in a tough time for our
state," he said.
Here at Trinity College, opinions are
also mixed. Director of Community
Relations Jason Rojas is a member of
East Hartford's Town Council is still
unsure of what stance to take on this
issue.
"I am undecided on this proposal,"
says Rojas. ''I think that package stores
that are near our state borders might
benefit becattse Connecticut residents
do cross the border on Sundays now to
purchase alcohol so in terms of parity

see SHOCKING on page 12

see CT on page 8

see

TRIN on page 7

The Chapel at sunrise.

WORKERS PROTEST TO RE-OPEN
VAGINA
NEGOTIATIONS WITH CHARTWELLS MONOLOGUES
REBECCA BROWN '11
NEWS EDITOR

Shortly after on-campus workers
returned from Winter Break, Trinity
College's Food Service Provider,
Chartwells, revealed their decision to
cut both hours and benefits due to economic constraints.
"That's what they're saying," said
Head Steward of the Food Service
Workers Nene Villegas, who is acting as
spokesperson for the protest. "But we
all know it's just corporate greed."
In a series of conversations that
have since been halted, Chartwells
went from cutting numerous 40-hour
jobs and benefits to putting benefits

back on the table, but still slashing substantial hours. After their final offer,
Chartwells representatives took a "take
it or leave it" approach, according to
Villegas. Negotiations have stopped,
and food service workers have responded by protesting at 2:30 p.m. every day
starting yesterday, Monday, Feb. 16.
While dinner will still be served,
protests may start up again after the
evening shifts.
When the protest started yesterday,
Campus Safety was called. Although
there was evident tension between some
food service workers and Campus
Safety officers, Villegas insists there i~

Us workers gather in Mather after protesting lack of negotiations with Trinity's food service company.

INSPIRE
ABIGAIL AIDERMAN '11
ARTS EDITOR

· A show with the title, The Vagina
Monologues, makes an impact before it
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Senior year, everyone in my
high school class was required
to write a "Senior Paper'', a
time-honored tradition culminating four years of writingintensive Jesuit education. It
was supposed to be based on a
book we felt had affected us. I
skirted this description a little
bit, which was the reason for
small line next to my A. As I
still am, I was in love with the
music of Simon and Garfunkel,
James Taylor, and Carole King
when I was seventeen. I blame
my parents. Before the tenpage paper, which chronicled
my relationship with my
brother through the books I
had read, I put a quote from
"So Far Away".
"One more song about moving along the highway, can't
say much of anything that's
new." I'm pretty sure that I've

used it in a Tripod opinions
piece or editorial at some point.
I stumbled across this Senior
Paper, along with my College
Essay, on my external hard
drive while avoiding writing
this editorial late Sunday
night. Heavily influenced, I
believe, by Seinfeld, the topics
of my recent writings have
been inspired, for better or
worse, by what I've seen going
on around me, and finding
meaning in them. The struggle
that remains is, of course, as
King sings.
Written when I was seventeen, the senior paper is striking. The style, is, somehow, the
same. And while I know that it
was I who wrote it, I am mildly frustrated by my inability to
find the type of clarity in my
writing as I was apparently
able to then. It was clear to me

then, and is clear to me now,
that at that point I was able to
express in writing exactly
what I was feeling and going
through emotionally. Granted,
the seventeen-year-old mind
has less running through it,
fewer influences, safer experiences. It is, I suppose, the siln·
ple difference between high
school and college. With
tougher challenges, in a larger
pool, so much more is floating
around in the mind, clouding
the ability for confidence.
This classic struggle, this
desire for clarity and conciseness of thought draws us to
certain things, to movies we
love and music we think we
understand. It makes doing
things difficult, but it is neces·
sary to try, because it takes a
lot of failing to finally succeed.
Hence my difficulty finding a
point in this editorial.
-J.E.K

potential of receiving a higher score. While it is fair to be
able to take the test more
In this week's news sec- including Hamilton College, than once to demonstrate
tion, there is an article about Bates College,
Bowdoin your ability to improve, being
Score Choice, College Board's College, Middlebury College, able to hide the number of
new policy that allows stu- and Connecticut College. times the test was taken
dents to choose which SAT These schools cite the fact gives an unfair advantage to
and SAT II scores are sent to that standardized tests are those who can afford to take
schools during the admission not necessarily capable of the test more than once.
process. The program, which predicting the future success Although schools claim that
is going into effect this of students. In addition, they only look at the highest
spring, has resulted in con- according to the National test scores from each section,
troversy among national col- Center for Fair and Open the ability of a student to
these
colleges admit only one score (even if
leges
and
universities. Testing,
Georgetown University, Yale acknowledge, "the racial, they took the test three or
and
economic four times) takes away the
University
and
the gender,
University of Pennsylvania inequities in admissions, clear distinction between
are among the schools to financial aid, and participa- someone who scored an 800
oppose the policy. According tion in special programs that the first time and someone
to Trinity College's Dean of stem from the use of stan- who scored and 800 the third
Admission and Financial Aid dardized tests." Some also time.
With the addition of
Larry Dow, Trinity will allow question whether letting
its applicants to utilize Score some students take extra College Board's new policy,
Choice. We join institutions time on tests compromises college admissions officers
such as Harvard University their standardization, includ- need to think carefully about
and Massachusetts Institute ing Josh Ephraim '11 in his whether the SAT is moving
of Technology as supporters Feb. 10 Opinions piece in the away from its standardized
Tripod. As there is no simple objective. As one of the only
of the program.
The legitimacy of the SAT solution for these issues, it standardized aspects of the
in general has been ques- seems counter-productive for admissions process, it is
tioned in recent years. Some College Board to put in place unlikely that most schools
schools
throughout
the the Score Choice system, will consider making the
nation have already decided which I see as further SATs optional. But if the test
to make the submission of decreasing the standardiza- isn't truly standardized, what
is the point?
SAT scores optional when tion.
The ability to take a test
applying. Many NESCAC
-S.E.H.
schools have taken this route, more than once increases the

Score Choice? Bad Choice.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of Tbe Trinity Tripod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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The Perfect Present: A Note
From Abroad in Paris, France
Ali Schwartz '10
Paris. The city of lights, of
bikes, and of magnificent style
and beauty. Looking out to a
sea of Parisian rooftops and
balconies from my own, I have
a hard time believing that this
magical place is real. I swear
I've heard Peter Pan jumping
from my roof late at night to get
to Neverland, which must only
be a hop, skip, and a jump
away. As a little girl, I took little more culture home from
Paris than Nutella crepe, the
sparkly Eiffel tower, and a
glass pyramid at some gargan·
tuan museum of which I couldn't pronounce the name.
Though local gastronomy
and historical monuments like
the Louvre have definitely been
staples to my stay here thus
far, what I'm taking out of
Paris the most is the culture of
the people.

As Americans, we tend to
always think in terms of the
future. What am I doing this
weekend, this summer, next
year? As a rising senior at
Trinity, my mind is constantly
programmed to future mode,
and I'm a little terrified of
what's to come. But here in
Paris, the mind set is le present
and it's apparent everyday and
everywhere.
Sitting in a cafe, for exam·
ple, you'll find a Parisian couple sipping their espresso while
quietly engaging in conversa ·
tion about Sarkozy. Though
they may in fact have some·
where to be, there is no indica·
tion of any hurry. No check on
their table, just a few scattered
plates and a quintessentially
French sense of ease in their

see RELAXED on page 5

Is There a Way to Bring Us Together?
John Downes-Angus '11
I.
The
ARGUMENT
between the anti-frat and the
pro-frat (AF and PF, for short).
Some things I have heard:
Frats are fun. Frats are lame.
Frats are sexist. Sexism exists in
much crueler forms than "frat·
sexism." So PC! Fraternity brothers are rapists. Trinity's admissions board welcomes rapists,
accidentally.
Frats engender lifelong
friendships. Frats engender
social divisions. Most frats are
too exclusive. Even un·exclusive
frats contain seeds of exclusion.
Frats require exclusion. Frats
dominate the social scene.
(Connotation ··of "dominate"
unclear.)
Frats are nothing but loci :of
hedonism and mindless drunkenness. Playing the role of a
mindlessly drunk hedonist probably makes stress-saturated
weeks endurable.
Frats are homophobic. How
dare they call them homophobic,
have they ever talked to a frat

bro? Frats are racist. Again, how
dare you? Stop your PC preaching!
Kids who avoid frats must
hate them because they cannot
get in. I just don't see the appeal
of those fucking jerks (sic.); who
cares if they are Frat Bros?

Il. This audience member's opinion of the ARGUMENT between
the AF and the PF: Neither one
wants a solution:
Keep in mind that the AF and
the PF represent polarities
between which most of us are
caught. The sad part of this
ordeal is that neither the AF nor
the PF really cares about Us, the
majority. The AF and the PF do
not want solutions; they only
want a soapbox.
The ARGUMENT is merely a
platform for ideological struggles
between the AF and the PF. I collected my notes on the ARGUMENT by becoming an attentive
member of its audience. The
statements made by the mem-

bers of either side of the ARGUMENT exhibit no desire to stop
bickering. These sides need the
ARGUMENT to keep their
struggles going. They have made
Our social scene their battle
ground. For this, we have suffered.
While they are obviously not
members of the AF, Fraternity
brothers do not necessarily
belong to the vociferous PF.
Indeed, few do. I have friends in
all of the fraternities that host
parties on Vernon Street and
Allen Place. (No, I do not call
them "friends" because we
drunkenly exchanged phone
numbers in the event that I cannot "get in.") These friends have
not joined the PF.
Why not, you ask? No matter
what they say, the AF will not
take them seriously, so: Why join,
why bother trying?
The AF makes claims about
fraternity brothers that define

see PERHAPS on page 4
Athletic World Filled With
Cheaters, Phelps Not Included LaptO pSa Useful Resource for Engaged Students

Griffin Keady '10
I'm a Boston fan, so natu- these teams too, tJ:ie mere
rally I hate anything that has mentioning of their names
to do with New York, people actually incites an evil, sadisincluded. (No offense to all you tic, merciless section of my
New
Yorkers
soul
that
I
Phelps was simply tryout there, but I
always forget
mean, come on·
exists.
The
ing to have a good
the only things
other day, while
time, trying to escape
you really have
wearing a shirt
from
all the paparazzi,
with
"HGH:
going for you
right now are
How
Giambi
tours, public appear"Cash Cab," and
Hits" on the
ances, swimming tutoBroadway
front, I realized
rials, etc. As Mike
and even that
why I hate the
"infallible "
Myers said : "Throw me Yankees more
institution
is
than any other
a freakin' bone here."
team. They buy
beginning
to
fall apart. Okay, "hate" is a success. The wealth of their
strong word. I don't hate New "empire" allows them to buy
York that much, but I do hate any player they want (cough,
the Yankees. And the Rangers. Teixeira). And then, when
And the Knicks. And the they have the best team, and
Giants for what they did to me
see SNL on page 4
last year. I actually do hate

Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
Reveals Important Life Lessons
John Culver '11
Dr. Hunter S . Thompson
lived an eccentric life with
habits that challenged his
mind and body. Many students
recognize him through the popular Universal Picture's 1998
film, Fear and Loathing in Las

Vegas: A Savage Journey to the

Heart of the American Dream.
The movie is based on Hunter's
best selling novel written in
1971. Johnny Depp plays
Hunter's fictional character,

and alter ego 'Raoul Duke' as
he travels to Las Vegas with
bis "attorney", Dr. Gonzo
layed by Benicio Del Toro). In
e film, Hunter's Raoul Duke
acter pairs with the con·
¥ersial Chicano movement
mey, Oscar Zeta Accosta in
quest full of drugs, alcohol,
d disillusionment that began
th an offer by Sports

Illustrated to write a short
paragraph on the un·popularized Mint 400 motorcycle race.
Instead of focusing on covering
the race, both men heavily
intoxicate themselves with
whatever they can get a hold of
and jump from hotel to hotel
skipping out on bills. Hunter
writes in The Great Shark

Greg Moniz '11

Upon reading last week's
front-page article ("Laptops
Annoy Professors, Provide
Outlet for Students"), I was
surprised and dismayed to
learn that it is technically
against college policy for
almost all students to use lap·
top computers during class. I
would caution any professor
swayed by the article to
potentially reconsider enforc·
ing this rule in the classroom.
I have been using my laptop in class to take notes and
use the Internet for three

semesters. It has come to be
an
invaluable
academic
resource for me. By using
Microsoft Word to take notes,
I have noticed significant
improvements in my compre·
hension of material, organizational skills, and active
engagement in classes. Seeing
everything clearly on one
page in one place encourages
me
to
continue
taking
detailed and thorough notes,
which helps me in writing
papers, studying for exams,
and, ultimately, retaining the

most information and getting
the best grade possible. Access
to the Internet provides a connection to the outside world
that is necessary for many of
the classes that Trinity students take. To give an example, I am currently enrolled in
"The Making of Modern
Dubai," an Internationa]
Studies seminar. During the
seminar, the professor often
references famous landmarkE
in Dubai, relevant newspaper

see INTERNET on page 4

Our Music Loyalties: To the Art or the Artist?
Erica Stisser '11
Fame can be a fine tool of
propaganda. The flaws that a
photo shoot or platinum single
can gloss over are amazing. In
light of the recent Chris Brown
domestic abuse scandal, I decided to try a little thought experiment. To what extent, I won·
dered, does stardom cloud the
reality of a situation? At what
point does the camera transform
a person - flesh, bone, faults,
and failures - into a personality?
Brown's fan-base Web site
makes no mention of the inci-

dent (if it can be put so lightly)
that left his girlfriend and fellow
pop star, Rihanna, bruised in
both body and spirit. Page headlines boast Brown's victory at
the People's Choice Awards and
his recent NAACP nomination,
neglecting to mention the looming domestic battery charges
that face the Hip· Hop mogul.
Tabloids and gossip columns are
following the story with enthusi·
asm, as if such grossly criminal
acts are infrequent and out of
character for the celebrity com·
munity.

Common sense, of course,
tells us the opposite - psycholog·
ical distress goes hand-in-hand
with a rise in public esteem
whether or not we want to admit
it. How, as Americans, do we
respond to criminal acts (acts
that run contrary to the gritand-diamonds lifestyle espoused
by entertainment royalty) so
highly publicized? Do we view
the art, or even the artist, in a
different light? In most cases, we
don't. I still love Chris Brown -

see THE on page 4
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Hunt:
''I have called it, only half
sarcastically, 'a vile epitaph for
the Drug Culture of the
Sixties,' and I think it is. This
whole twisted saga is a sort of
Atavistic Endeavor, a dream·
trip into the past-however
recent-that was only half successful. I think we [Hunter and
Accosta], all along, that we
were running a hell of a risk by
see THOMPSON'S on page 5

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and do not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor its staff
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Trinity College Not Conducive To Relationships
Caroline Bodian '12
Being a student at Trinity
College, and being in a relationship, are not mutually exclusive, but this is not to say that
finding a significant other on
this campus is easy by any
means. Occasionally, I will see a
couple parading around campus
in all their glory, but most of the
time I see students eyeing each
other with looks that say, "Hey,
I think you're the person I
hooked up with last weekend."
Sound familiar? If so, then keep
reading because I have a few
theories as to why Trinity is not
conducive to relationships.
Given the fraternity-oriented nature of our weekends, we
are often subjected to situations
in which we don't actually get to
know members of the opposite
sex. I hate to break it to you
ladies, but a guy isn't going to
know what a great and interesting girl you are based on your
four-inch heels and booty shaking skills. In my experience, I've
come to realize that most people
don't go to fraternities with the
intention of cultivating a relationship.
How can we even detect
relationship material when
most of us are slurring our
words and dancing like we've
just escaped an insane asylum?
And even if you do happen to

have a barely audible conversation with someone, what are the
chances that either of you will
remember that conversation the
next day? Catch my drift? With
a "go big or go home" mentality,
Trinity nightlife does not cater
to those seeking a relationship.
Another possible reason for
the abundance of singles on
campus is the lack of opportunities to actually meet and get to
know
potential
partners.
Relationships are usually not
fostered in classroom settings,
and if they are, it usually only
amounts to a quick "Hello" in
Mather with the occasional
small talk. If you're on a sports
team or involved in clubs you
are certainly at an advantage,
but if you're as uncoordinated
as I am and live in as small a
dorm as I do (housing 20 people), then things might get
tricky. As much as we would
love to have that certain someone handed to us on a silver
platter, it really takes that extra
mile in order to get to know the
right person.
Now let's say you do meet
this hypothetical ''Mister or
Miss Right". There are still
some variables that may be getting in the way of the ever so
elusive relationship. One such
situation is when your recent

fling's girlfriend or boyfriend
from a different school suddenly
comes out of the woodworks.
The girl that you thought was
single actually has a boyfriend
at Harvard, and that guy that
you have been flirting with all
night, well, guess what? His
girlfriend is visiting this weekend!
If
your
potential
boyfriend/girlfriend is, indeed,
single, he or she may intend to
keep it that way. At a college
where both sexes got ranked as
an A- in physical appearance on
www.collegeprowler.com (a Web
site informing prospective college students of the things that
the real guidebooks don't tell
you), temptation is inevitable.
Unless you're willing to forgo
the frats on the weekends, you
are cooking up a recipe for disaster. He's hot, she's hot, she's
drunk, he's drunk. I think we
know where this is going. If, by
some miracle you actually find a
significant other at Trinity then
all the power to you. Maybe you
can give the rest of us loners a
few tips.
So, let me just say for those
of you who were single on
Valentine's Day, "It's not you, it's
Trinity." (Or at least I gave you
reason enough to tell yourself
that.)

_Internet Npt 3: Primary Reason
for Classroom Distractions
continued from page 3
and magazine articles, and
assigned Blackboard readings. In just a few seconds, I
can open up my laptop, click
onto Flickr, and look at pictures of Sheikh Zayed Road,
an important thoroughfare
lined with larger than life
skyscrapers that have come to
define Dubai's recent economic boom. I can then read comments on the pictures from
posters of all different backgrounds dissecting the image,
the city, and its place in our
world.
Connecting classroom discussion with real world
images and discourse is
important in understanding
the material being presented.
As active students in the 21st
century, classroom engagement
with
multimedia
resources gives us critical perspective in our studies and
links us to the global conversa tion. With an enforcement
of the ban on the use of laptops in the classroom,
so
many of our students would
be unnecessarily deprived of
these crucial resources.
Admittedly, use of a laptop
in class does present an easy

distraction for the unfocused
student. Yet, these distractions are no different from the
temptations of doodling or
daydreaming. The level of
comprehension when a student is engaged in any of
these three activities remains
virtually the same. In addition, a student intent on drifting off from lecture or discussion will do it regardless of
the means.
The vehicle a student uses
is a pointless distraction from
the real issue. What it really
comes down to is the difference between controllable and
uncontrollable actions in
reaching a goal.
In order to maintain full
attention from a class, a professor can control the use of
laptops, but at the cost of
depriving students of a key
academic resource. However,
the professor cannot control
the wandering minds of stu dents, and if just one student
decides to doodle or daydream, the professor's goal is
deferred.
So, in the end, laptops or
no laptops, students will drift
off. Why then enforce a ban on
laptops if the desired goal of
the ban is uncontrollable?

SNL Takes the Correct Approach 'The Art, it Appears, is Divorced from the Artist'
continued from page 3
tion of the craft didn't change. Hudson River. Celebrity is
Tawards Marijuana Scandal
"Circus" was the #1 song in bright, shiny, and ephemeral,
continued from page 3
when each of their players
could in all seriousness buy a
major league team of their
own, they cheat. Giambi,
Petitte, now A-Rod. What is
wrong with you people? You
call yourselves role models?
Damn Yankees.
So A- Rod used steroids. He
used a substance banned from
the sport of baseball to
enhance his play and ultimately land him millions of
dollars extra with the New
York Yankees. In other words,
he cheated his way to more
money and fame. And then,
this week
There was
Michael Phelps!! No! Drugs!
Not Phelps!
Whereas Alex Rodriguez
used steroids to slug more
homeruns and earn more
"moola," Michael Phelps used
marijuana to . . . make more
money? Nope. To become a
better, more competitive athlete? Nope. How about become
more famous? Nope.
The 23-year-old was simply
at a party, having a good time,
acting like anyone else his
age. And, as Seth Meyers
remarked
in
a
recent
Saturday Night Live (SNL)
episode, whoever snapped that
photo of Phelps taking a rip is
a complete idiot. Isn't simply
being there, raging with a living legend, good enough for
you? The stories you could tell
your kids! But no, the person
had to take a picture and sell
it to a British tabloid.
Seriously dude? Seriously?
What did Michael Phelps ever
do to you?
People have been giving
record-setting
"man-fish"

Michael Phelps a lot of lip for
his recent "bong incident."
Kellogg's called him a "shame"
and dropped him from their
brand. Other companies have
also cancelled endorsement
deals with Phelps, calling him
an unfortunate "embarrassment". But why? Come on
people. In naming Phelps its
"Sportsman of the Year: 2008,"
Sports Illustrated wrote: "[he]
is undeniably a superstar now,
but it is in the Jimmy Stewart
vein - an unassuming everyman, with whom others feel a
strong kinship." Why can't
this "unassuming everyman"
relax a little, and take a hit
like almost every other "everyman" his age? Is he also not an
adult who can make decisions
on his own? Unlike steroids,
weed does not make you perform at a higher level (no pun
intended), nor does it make
you larger and stronger
(unless you eat a lot of
Campus Pizza). Phelps was
simply trying to have a good
time, trying to escape from all
the paparazzi, tours, public
appearances, swimming tutorials, etc. As Mike Myers said:
"Throw me a freakin' bone
here."
I'm not saying marijuana is
a good thing. I'm not supporting drugs, and no, it probably
was not a good idea for Phelps,
a public figure and role model
to millions, to smoke weed in
public. But as Seth Meyers
asserted in his "Weekend
Update" sketch, if your kid
comes to you and says,
"Daddy, can I smoke weed?"
Don't say to him, "NO!"
Absolutely not you sick fool!"
Tell him, "Sure son, when you
win eight gold medals!"

the entertainer, not the man.
"Forever" is a mainstay on my
treadmill playlist, and Brown
hasn't become any less handsome. But is it permissible to
sing along with the music when
I so strongly disagree with
Brown's violent behavior?
I address this question by
revisiting past cases of celebrity
misdemeanor.
Remember
Britney Spears and the SUVdriving, carseat-lacking incident? The Tom Cruise and
Brooke Shields post-partum
depression debate? Public attitude changed toward these
stars, for sure. Spears was
labeled a danger to her children
and Cruise was deemed insensitive to the rights of women and
ignorant of the developments of
modern medicine. But apprecia-

America this week, and Cruise
raked in viewers with movies
Wa.r of the Worlds and Mission:
Impossible III. The art, it
appears, is divorced from the
artist.
Clearly, it says something
about a culture when an artist's
ratings continue to rise even
after he or she is involved in
public episodes of violence, neglect, or intolerance. But
America's continued support of
celebrity culture says more
about what we don't want to pay
attention to than what we do.
The entire idea of a "face card
society'' is one of distraction and
repose. We focus on the JoliePitt clan and Jessica Simpson's
weight gain so that we won't
have to focus on Bernie Madoff
and plane crashes in the

and when reality taints the
Chris
Brown-and-Rihanna
fancy, we hate to see how the
mighty have fallen.
Regardless of fame's sedative
power, it's only logical to withdraw support from the artists
whose lifestyle choices offend
your own. I'm not speaking of a
simple social faux-pas (ahem,
Michael Jackson's blanketdraped children) or a mere fashion slipup (really, Mary Kate?
Really?), but of the tough-life
stuff that warrants a public
apology. I won't buy Chris
Brown's latest album, because I
think his behavior makes him
undeserving of any royalties his
fame might bring, monetary or
otherwise. But I may still download ''Run It''. Thank god for
Limewire.

Perhaps We Can Solve the 'Argument' Together
continued from page 3
the term "sweeping generalizations." They become Captain
Ahab, focusing all of their disapproval of Trinity's social scene on
the fraternities. They would
never admit that all of us are
guilty until we find a real solution.
Those who join the PF voice
opinions that are as cyclical and
self-serving as the AFs opinions.
People in the PF like to say that
people who do not go to fraternities must be feminists, gay-rights
activists and a number of other
honest ideological associations.
The PF refuses to acknowledge
the idea that certain people simply do not like to go to a frat
party.
The PF uses the ARGUMENT to advance an ideological
agenda that combats any notion
of what they like to call "political
correctness." Their ideology is

about as sophisticated as the one
that we might find in high school
boys'locker rooms. They believe
everyone who supports fraternities share their weirdly hyperbolized hatred of all things ''P.C."
I hope you see my point: It is
almost impossible for us, the
majority, to join in on the ARGUMENT. Fraternity brothers cannot join the PF and neither can
those who do not go to fraternities. Not everyone who does not
go to fraternities shares the ideologically driven opinions of the
AF, so why join them? It does not
seem coincidental that most of
the AF and the PF get their representation on the Anonymous
Confession Board on the Web site
Trintalk.com. The AF and the PF
have created combating ideological groups that crave anything
but a real solution. They are a
small but infectious minority.

m. There's hope for us. Example:

The Mill.
The staff of The Mill - a new
organization on campus, located
on Vernon Street next to Psi U,
that is devoted to providing an
unmediated outlet for creativity
and social interaction - has representation from The Fred, Ivy,
Psi U, The Hall, the baseball
team, people unaffiliated with
any other organization, and an
astounding number of other
social factions.
This is the sort of development that may actually work.
The Mill is not an "alternative"
social outlet; it is more like a culmination of all social alternatives. The Mill shows us that
every part of the "social factions"
within Trinity must be part of
the solution. Hopefully members
of the AF and the PF will realize
that even they are a crucial part
of the solution if we hope to
achieve any sort of social unification or cohesion on this campus.
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Thompson's Tale a Political and
Cultural Saga for the Ages
continued from page 3
laying a sixties trip on Las
Vegas in 1971."
Along with the brilliance
imbedded in this hysterical
novel, Hunter brought so much
more to literature.
Born
in
Louisville,
Kentucky in 1937, Hunter
developed a passion for writing
as he wrote for his high school
newspaper. Later, in 1956,
Hunter began basic training at
Lackland Air force Base in San
Antonio. Hunter floated from
one military base to another
until he was honorably dis·
charged from the Air force.
Following the Air force, Hunter
attended
Columbia
University's School of General
Studies part-time and worked
for Time magazine.
In 1960, Hunter moved to
San Juan, Puerto Rico and
worked for the New York
Herald Tribune. Hunter's time
in San Juan gave birth to The
Rum Diaries, which at the time
received meek success. The
Rum Diaries features the pro·
tagonist, Jack Kemp, a young,
confused aspiring journalist
who flies from New York City
only to join a half-hearted, failing San Juan newspaper.
Kemp struggles with happi·
ness as he relies on rum as his
comfort in the decrepit streets
of San Juan, Puerto Rico. He
follows his co-workers and
forms bonds with other disillu·
sioned gentleman, many who
drink in excess as well. In The
Rum Diaries, a young Hunter
displays radiant creativity in
his ability to capture the confu·
sion that follows many people
after college or who are in their
mid-twenties.
Hunter's almost analytical
protagonists remain the same
in his novels. Jack Kemp, like
Raoul Duke in Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas, take
different journeys and both
characters reflect Hunter's concerns. Underneath the alcohol
and heavy drug usage there is
a man with incredible insight
who can be seen in both novels.
Along with The Rum
Diaries, Hunter expressed his
rebellious passion for American
politics in his book, Fear and
Loathing on the Campaign
Trail in 1972.
In this work, Hunter takes
on an assignment by Rolling
ne where he is to cover the
sidential primaries and the
neral election in 1972. In
ar and Loathing on the
paign Trail, Hunter writes
·cally, critically, and intelli·
tly on all the candidates

who began the race. He
ungracefully deplores Richard
Nixon and expresses great
interest at what was at stake
for that election. Eventually,
Hunter becomes impressed
with
Democrat
George
McGovern, the senator from
North Dakota.
Hunter tags along the
McGovern team through the
primaries and up until their
destruction when they won the
lonely
Massachusetts
to
Nixon's sweeping red splash of
the electoral vote. In the book,
Hunter displays a deep interest
in the American political sys·
tern and a sincere, visceral feel·
ing that it is essential to
remain interested in what is
going on in the government
and that it is our duty to work
to elect those who mirror the
populous' interest most accu·
rately.
Hunter recalls the stresses
of primary polling and the toll
it takes on the candidates and
their appearance when their
guard is let down. He captured
all of this and developed a cor·
dial
relationship
with
McGovern and his staff as he
reported
their
campaign
moves. He deeply believed that
McGovern best represented the
country at the time and that
Nixon represented 'the swine'
that had the potential to ruin
the country. Hunter admittedly
decreased his drug usage while
he reported the movements of
the campaign and decided to
focus solely on the politics at
hand.
Hunter later ran for sheriff
in Aspen, Co., on the 'Freak
Power Ticket' where he wanted
to legalize drug commerce and
deport any big business looking
to develop. He was narrowly
defeated. While it probably was
best for the city of Aspen,
Hunter strove to get young people to vote in the small election.
Along with contributing to
political reporting, Hunter
branded and invented a new
style of journalism, "gonzo·
journalism," where the writer
or reporter incorporates him·
self into the story. His witty
and clever writing techniques
that submerge him into what
should be an objective story
produce an entertaining and
insightful report.
While Hunter's drug abuse
and alcoholism led him closer
to insanity and arguably his
suicide, it is necessary to
appreciate that he was not just
an addict who wrote one novel,
but an impressive and note·
worthy
contributor
to
American literature.

Tripod Senior Editor Carver
Diserens '09 interviews
President James F. Jones, Jr.
Carver Diserens: I'm going to do something
a little bit different this week. I'm going to ask
you a bunch of very short questions that can be
answered with only a couple of words. Because
you're a proponent of the Amethyst Initiative,
what is your favorite adult beverage?
Jimmy Jones: Probably 30-year-old, single
malt. At Oxford, on Thursday nights, the barkeep
used to get out bottles with no labels on them.
[The bottles] had come from, as he called it in his
wonderful Johnsonian English, ''The Mother
Country."
CD: What is one word that you despise?
JJ: The adverb "hopefully". It is so overused
in English in America that it has lost much of its
former significance.
CD: Have you ever walked out of a movie?
J J: No. I cannot ever remember walking out
of a movie. How long does it take you to come up
with these questions? Do you sit around with
your friends at the Tripod and try to come up with
the most perplexing questions you can think of?
CD: They're very random, I don't know.
JJ: Have I ever walked out of a movie?
There's a gem.
CD: What is your idea of perfect weather con·
ditions?
J J: Probably 65ish and clear with the ocean
temperature about the same.
CD: What untraditional animal do you think
would make a good pet?
J J: I guess a mongoose. That would be a pret·
ty odd thing to have wandering around in your
living room.
CD: What is the most recent CD you've lis·
tened to?
J J: Just this morning I listened to Christine
Brewer's recent recording of Schubert's songs.
That sounds pretty geekish doesn't it?
CD: Well, she's performed here before.
J J: She has, many times.
CD: In your opinion, who is the funniest per·
son to have lived?
J J: 'furn off the recorder I need to think about
this one ... I don't know, it would have to be some
sort of combination of Jackie Gleason, Milton
Berle, and maybe Phyllis Diller, though she has
recently fallen out of repute.
CD: If you were going to go on a hunger strike
for a month, what would be your last meal before
starting it?
JJ: Oh that's easy. I would have standing rib
roast, Yorkshire pudding, oyster pie and some
kind of dessert that my doctors would be theoret·
ically opposed to and for which they would scold
me, even more severely than they already do.
CD: What is one talent portrayed by Trinity
students that never ceases to amaze you?
J J: I think it is the innate sense of competition that all of you evince at so many different lev·
els.
CD: Complete the sentence, ''blank" is the
new black.
J J: Is the new what?
CD: Black.
JJ: Carver, I don't even know what that sen·
tence means.
CD: 'lb be honest I'm not totally sure where it
comes from. I think it has to do with black clothes
always being in fashion so if something is "the
new black'' then it's the new popular trend.
J J: Does it have to be a color of clothes?
CD: That's the original meaning (I think), but
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you can apply it to anything.
J J: I suppose from listening to NPR this
morning that global and environmental concerns
are the new black.
CD: This is kind of a follow up because I wasn't sure if you knew what "the new black'' meant.
J J: You should generally assume that the
answer to [a question like that] is no.
CD: What is one slang term that you hear stu·
dents use that you do not know the meaning of?
J J: Oh my God, there are so many, where
should I start? I hear some people say terrible;
terrible meaning good and that makes absolutely
no sense to me.
CD: If you could have dinner with anyone
past or present, who would it be?
JJ: I've often been asked that question. I
would love to have dinner with Thomas Jefferson
so I could see what a real genius was. I'd like t:o
have dinner with FDR to see how he managed to
exude such confidence when the world was faced
with two of the greatest calamities of the 20th
century. I would love to have dinner with Doris
Day just to ask her what commitment to chang·
ing the world at the most significant level was
like for her whole life.
CD: Do you believe more in trickle down or
trickle up economics?
J J: Well, I don't think I was ever persuaded
by the Reagan revolution and I certainly don't
look back at that 20-year period now, and think
that that was correct. I'm not smart enough to
know what we should do to get out of this disas·
ter that we're in. At least, I think now, we have
very knowledgeable people in Washington and
they're a lot smarter than I am and I hope to God
that they know what to do.
CD: How do you cure the hiccups?
J J: Well I do the same thing that I was told to
do as a child: I hold my breath. I don't even
remember the last time I got hiccups.
CD: Have you ever had a temporary moment
of regret for agreeing to meet with me every
week?
J J: When you have asked me completely baffling questions, I have, as you know, stumbled
around trying to find the answers. But I certain·
ly have never regretted these meetings because
they are always insightful and they are not with·
out their humor.

Relaxed, 'In the Moment' Parisian Attitude Valuable, Worth Copying at Trinity
continued from page 3
y language that reveals
tion, though is still pery poised. L'addition, the
doesn't come immediately
·meal like in America, but
only brought to customers
n asked for; hosts would
come across as rushing
customers out of their
urant.
.Parisians are never moving
fast, as it's perfectly accept·

able in Paris to be perpetually
15 minutes late. A dinner party
scheduled for 7=30 means that
guests arrive at eight, and a
several course dinner served
over wine and intellectual con·
versation will go late into the
night, every delicious bite
savored. There's no constant
struggle of where you have to
be next, c'est plus important to
make the most out of where you
are now.
Paris contains an incredibly

rich history on which it heavily
prides itself. The Eiffel Tower
light show, which I was so fas·
cinated by as a girl, is merely a
modern distraction that sparks
the interest of few Parisians.
Buildings and hotel particulier,
private homes originally built
for the aristocracy in the 16th
century, date back to monarchs
from hundreds of years ago.
The art and landscape hold
morsels of the past. They
remain intact, like the beauti·

ful Jardin du Luxembourg, a
five-minute walk from my
apartment. The goal in Paris is
to incorporate the city's colossal
past into its modern everyday
present, and never forget its
foundations.
In America, it seems that
we're always trying to evolve
our technological present into
our higher than high ·tech
future, with little respect for
our past or predecessors. Being
the incredibly envious wannabe

Parisian that I am, I'm trying
to incorporate this mindset ofle
present into my life and bring it
back and spread it around
when I get home.
Though planning ahead is
crucial, it's imperative to enjoy
everyday and live for the
moment. Today, I am in this
magical fairyland, and I'll
think about tomorrow as it
comes. Like my dad always told
me, "It's the journey, not the
destination."
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"Comedy is a distortion of what is happening,
and there will always be something happening."
- Steve Martin

HUMOUR

Reasons for Sandals ...
It is at this time that I would like to announce that I have worn flip-flops throughout the winter as of yet and plan on continuing to do so for the
duration of the season. Many members of the student body here at Trinity College have commented on my footwear choice throughout the winter
months and have considered these garments I adorn my feet with as childish and idiotic. I have had several students approach me as I walked outside to
my classes and tell me about how inappropriate flip-flops are to wear when there is snow on the ground. I assume these comments were meant to dissuade me from wearing these comfortable sandals and motivate me to put on L.L. Bean boots with the fur insulation like everybody else. Well I said no
to them and pressed on in my Rainbows for several reasons. The first reason I support wearing flip-flops during the winter is that my feet quickly overheat. If I were to place my toes into these duck boots, I feel my feet would become too sweaty and may lead to some type of foot sickness, which no
amount of tough actin' Tinactin could ever cure.
I also choose to wear flip-flops because I enjoy the rhythm they emit as I walk on the campus. The plastic soles of the sandals slapping against
the pavement produce such a calming and soothing sound that I feel anxious without hearing it constantly. I enjoy the sounds they make so much that I
even sit in shower stalls in my dorm just to listen to the sound of flip-flops gently slapping against the moist bathroom tile (I can't believe some people
only wear them in the shower). Another reason for my choice of this footwear is my sense of pride in my homeland. You see, I am from the West Coast.
There, the climate is usually warm and sunny all year long, which allows for people to wear summer and spring attire all they would like. I know this is
quite foreign to people from the Northeast and might cause some peeps to be hella jells. But all I am asking for is acceptance. I cannot simply reject the
cultural norms of the society I associate myself with simply because I am at school. No, I must continue to take part in the different aspects of my culture, which are better than many of yours. I have to participate in the many different qualities of the Californian culture and adorn myself with the materials necessary to constantly connect me with this society.
So you see, it is ultimately necessary for me to wear these sandals in the dead of winter. Not only do the flip-flops keep my feet cool and make
pleasant sounds, but they also allow me to celebrate important aspects of my superior culture. I also know many of those who approach me while I
walk outside are concerned about my health. I appreciate your thoughts and thank you for caring about your colleague. However, I am happy to say my
feet have successfully survived through the "frigid" Connecticut winter and are quite content. (I am actually twittling my toes as I write). Thank you for
yelling, "Put some shoes on!" when I walk past you. I know you mean well and in no way are trying to criticize ~e.
I hope this message has allowed you to fully understand why I have worn these flip-flops and will continue to do so, even if it may seem irresponsible. Thank you.
Sincerely,

A M~W'h.o-W~~Ftq,-Fl,op~Vurvnf'~Wiht.t"EW

Sleepitoff
Do you ever wake up, feeling groggy and tired?
Do you ever find your room spinning at an uncomfortable pace?
Do you ever find yourself despising the person who invented
Jungle Juice?
Try Sleepltoff. The only organic and all natural cure for hangovers.

Now in Keg Tablet Chewables!

Directions: Take only one pill per day with a gallon of water.

News In Brief
Orbit has come out with a new flavor of gum
entitled, "Frosty Mint." The CEO of Orbit
claims the sales of this gum are doing much
better than those of the less popular flavors,
"Salt Mint," "Glass Mint," and "Horse Mint."

Matthew McConaughey, the star of How to
Lose a Guy in 10 Days, has announced he
will eat all of the landmasses on Earth in 30
days. McConaughey stated he will begin this
journey on the coast of California because,
"It is really crunchy." When asked why he is
taking on this challenge, he took his shirt

off.

Widely considered The Rodent Czar
of Trinity College, the beast is seen
most frequently torturing scholars in
the library with his poisonous mane.
His arch enemies include Atticus the
Wise and Oliver the Glue Huffer.
Though his bark may be worse than
his bite, his smell is worse than "the

On Feb. 14, 2009, Pope Benedict XVI dis-missed the Papal Swiss Guard, who has protected the·Vatican since 1506, after stating,
"Their outfits are much too silly."

Field and Stream Magazine has come out with
their first ever swimsuit edition. On the
cover, a North American elk is pictured
wearing a Paisley Ricky Bikini made by
Ralph Lauren.

Contributor: Carver Diserens '09
If you would like to contribute to the humour page, please sencl submissions to
vincent.moore@trincoll.edu before the end of the week.
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Spring Weekend Plans Under Consideration Trin Responds
To Campus
Safety Issues
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
NEWS WRITER

As of Tuesday, Feb. 10, at the
University of Connecticut (UConn),
the Board of Trustees is reviewing a
series of recommendations offered by
the board's Student Life Committee in
order to make the school's Spring
Weekend a more restrained and less
dangerous event.
According to a press release issued
by Richard Veilleux on Tuesday, Feb.
10, these recommendations include
restricting or eliminating the presence
of non-UConn students, scheduling
exams or tasks for that Friday's class,
making both landlords and students
responsible for any expenses, and stifling attempts to expand the event any
longer than three days.
One major change recommended is
working with local property owners to
terminate one of three established, but
unsanctioned, parties, the Thursday
night kick-off at Carriage House
Apartments close to campus.
These recommendations are based
on reports from students, town and
University officials, faculty, Mansfield,
Conn. residents, and public safety officials, as well as a large survey to
which over 5,000 people responded. As
a result of these studies, trustees discovered several unsettling facts. For
example, 6,500 non-students stayed in
UConn dorms during the 2008 Spring
Weekend, and that $175,000 was spent
on troopers, fire and police coverage

during that same weekend.
The study also revealed that dozens
were treated at parties or area hospitals for alcohol-related issues, many of
whom refused to give officials their
names. Trustee Linda P. Gatling was
quoted in the article "Panel Proposes
Toning Down UConn Spring Weekend"
by Kate Farrish on Wednesday, Feb.
11, as saying, "My heart sunk into the
pit of my stomach when I heard about
the condition of students who were
transmitted to the hospitals. Students
need to understand this is not safe."
Student trustee Ross Gionfriddo
added, "Spring Weekend should be a
celebration of student achievement. It
needs to be refocused. We can turn this
to a point of pride rather than a point
of embarrassment."
The report from the Student Life
Committee was also quick to point out

the successful efforts already put into
effect by various people over the past
years. In the press release, the report
states that, "One of the consistent
themes emerging from the review is
the sense of pride and accomplishment
people from the student body to the
Town of Mansfield feel regarding
efforts they have already taken to
ameliorate concerns. There is also a
common feeling that more can and
needs to be done. Efforts in prevention, education, enforcement and management are reflected in the recommendations. We propose that the constituencies who shared their concern
unite in a focused effort to act on these
recommendations."
UConn's Spring Weekend first
became infamous in 1998 after stu -

see COLLEGES on page 8

Tripod Archives

Trinity students enjoyed the two performances at the concert during Spring Weekend 2008.

Trinity to Implement New SAT Score Policy
ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
NEWS EDITOR

In March, the College Board will
launch Score Choice, an initiative that
allows students applying to colleges to
pick and choose which SAT and SAT II
scores they want sent to their schools
of choice. Trinity College plans to
adopt this policy.
''This new policy will give students
the option to choose the SAT scores by
sitting (test date) and SAT Subject
Test scores by individual test that they
send to colleges, at no additional cost,"
the College Board Web site reads.
Many institutions have accepted
the use of Score Choice. A few, howevGeorgetown University,
University,
Cornell
Diversity,
and
University
of
sylvania, have rejected the idea
Score Choice and are still requiring

their applicants to fully disclose all Dow. "We would generally encourage
SAT scores.
the student to send in as many scores
"We are going to allow the score as they would have because that would
choice for students who wish to utilize give us the option of choosing the best
[it]," said Trinity College
individual subset
scores,
which
Dean of Admissions and
"With Score Choice, the
Financial Aid Larry Dow.
would
benefit
the
basic idea is that a stu,
student as well."
The SAT is arranged into
dent doesn't have to sub,
three categories: mathematWith the new
ics, critical reading, and
Score Choice pro·
mit scores that they
gram, Dow said
writing, each with an 800don't feel are in their
point possibility, and a posthat
Trinity
interest."
sible total score of 2400.
hopefuls should
take care to thorMany colleges and universities require SAT scores, and
Larry Dow oughly
think
with the new program, stuthrough
their
Dean of Admissions and
options.
"With
dents will be able to pick
which
score
is
sent.
Financial Aid
Score Choice, the
Students can also choose
basic idea is that
a student doesn't have to submit
which SAT II scores to send.
"We usually look for the individual scores that they don't feel are in their
scores that are the student's strongest interest," he said. "I think our new
- the individual subset scores," said policy is sort of candidate-friendly in
that it allows them to make that deter·
mination if they want, as opposed to
saying, 'you must send all your scores
in.' However, we also will have to make
clear to the candidates that it may be
to their advantage to send all their
scores in."
Dow said that Trinity looks at only
the best individual scores, picking and
choosing from multiple SAT tests.
"[Students] may choose not to send in
a weaker SAT L.. and] they can't split
the SAT up themselves[...] but if one of
those three scores was stronger than
the one they did send in then we won't

see NEW on page 9

continued from page 1
This notification came after a
series of recent incidents.
One incident involved two unidentified males, who entered Jones
Dormitory on Jan. ·28 and proceeded to
harass two female students.
A further unfortunate event
occurred on Friday, Feb. 6, when two
students were mugged while on
Crescent Street.
Yet another incident occurred on
Tuesday, Feb. 10, when, at approxi·
mately 2:15 p.m., several shots were
fired at the intersection of Broad and
Vernon Streets.
Police currently believe that the
shots were the result of a personal dispute between the occupants of the
vehicles who participated in the shooting. So far, there is no evidence impli·
eating a member of the Trinity commu·
nity.
Members of the Hartford Police
Department (HPD) witnessed the incident. They recounted that the shots
were fired from a white Buick at
another car driving behind it while the
two cars were traveling south on
Broad Street. Police pursued the
Buick, but lost the car near Ansonia
Street.
"While this incident occurred off
campus and did not involve Trinity

students, it is a reminder that we need
to remain vigilant and practice personal safety," said Alford and Morris in an
e-mail.
Since the various incidents, an
increased number of Campus Safety
patrols are now stationed in the areas
of Crescent Street and the south end
of Summit Street.
"We are fortunate to share a very
good relationship with the Hartford
Police, who have a substation two
blocks from the campus on Affleck
Streeet," said Alford and Morris. "In
addition, we make office space avail·
able for them, which raises their visibility on campus. HPD too is increas·
ing the number of patrols on and
around campus."
In response to the numerous inci ·
dents that have recently occurred on
Trinity's campus, Campus Safety has
proceeded to advise students to be
aware of their surroundings and play
it safe regarding their whereabouts.
They continually urge students to call
them if they sense a dangerous or sus·
picious situation, or feel any sense of
anticipation or anxiety in any situa ·
tion.
Campus Safety also also advises
students to be vigilant and consume
alcohol sensibly, making sure to be in
control and aware of the happenings
around them.
"It is no surprise that difficult eco·
nomic conditions lead to crimes of
opportunity, so make sure you do not
leave valuables unattended or in plain
sight in your car, room, or in public
places where you study or socialize,"
warned Morris.
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Intercollegiate Update
Smith College

Brown University

Wheaton College

Smith's policy of allowing students to fill Tupperware containers in the dining hall is proving to
be a problem as some are abusing
the privilege and taking excessive
amounts of food. Apparently students are eating a full meal and
then filling up a Tupperware container to go, or taking their
friends' free food.

President Ruth Simmons voluntarily took a twenty percent pay cut
this year due to the economic dimate. She said in a campus-wide
email that she believed that cuts
had to begin at the top. In the fiscal
year ending in June 2007, Simmons
earned $775,715. Now, other
administrators are asking for similar
pay reductions.

Inside a washing machine in a
Wheaton dormitory, a student
found a 45-caliber bullet. Wheaton
Public Safety and the local police
department are investigating from
where the ammunition came. The
bullet hadn't been shot, but could
potentially be used. No firearms
were found, but authorities are still
on the lookout.

Amherst College

Williams College

Marist College

Despite the school taking
security measures for all students
entering a party at Amherst
College, a student was stabbed by

A junior at Williams College
The recent surge of sustainwas arrested when police discov- ability fervor was not lost at
ered drugs in his dormitory room. Marist College. On Monday,
The drugs found included marijua- Feb. 9, the College had a "teach-

a University of Massachusetts student. The victim is currently
recovering, and the student who
stabbed him is awaiting his trial
at the Hampshire County House
of Correction.

na, Ecstasy, and cocaine, as well as in," in which other schools across
money and drug paraphernalia. the U.S. participated. The proThe student was being investigated gram highlighted green-friendly
for three months prior to his buildings on campus and talked
arrest by a combination of four to participants about sustainabiliState Police Departments.
ty.

Feb. 9 - Feb. 16

THE CAMPUS SAFETY REPORT
Friday, Feb. 13
Vernon Street

Sunday, Feb. 15
143 Allen Pl.

Sunday, Feb. 15
Ferris Road

Students noticed that a per·
son in a car stopped at their
dormitory on Vernon Street
and was watching them for
an uncomfortable amount of
time. They notified Campus
Safety.
Currently, the
Hartford Police Department
and Campus Safety are
looking further into the
occurrence.

Early on Sunday morning,
an individual who does not
attend Trinity accidentally
hurt himself by falling and
hitting his head against a
tree on Allen Place.
Campus Safety responded
and the individual was
promptly treated
and
rushed into
Hartford
Hospital.

On Sunday, a Campus
Safety vehicle and another
car got into an accident
while on Ferris Rqad.
Luckily, nobody in or
around the accident was
found to be harmed by the
event.
Upon
being
informed of the incident,
Campus Safety promptly
investigated.

Trin Chartwells Workers
Protest Loss of Hours
continued from page 1
no friction. The workers, how·
ever, may be asked to move
their protests outside of
Mather Hall. "It's fine," said
Villegas. "But we've never
been asked to move before. It
is our right to be here."
The main goal of the workers, Villegas continued, is to
open up negotiations again
with Chartwells and to organ·
ize themselves with student
organizations. The workers
are well aware that Trinity
students have their own
issues
with
Chartwells,
including the quality and
presentation of the food, and
hope that they can work
together to seek change.
Besides
contacting
The
Trinity Tripod, workers plan
on reaching out to other student organizations such as
Voices.
According to Villegas,
somewhere between 15 and 20
40-hour jobs have recently
been cut. Additionally, many
40-hour jobs have been cut
down to 35, 35-hour jobs down
to 30, and so on. Benefits and
vacation days are applicable
to slashed hours, and the
remaining 40-hour jobs are in
jeopardy.
"They keep on saying it's
because of the economy and
that we make too much
money," said Villegas.
As it stands, workers taking on around 40 hours a week
make roughly $16 to $18 an
hour. Those numbers are misleading, however, because the
food service workers at Trinity

do not work 12 months a year,
but eight. Over the summer
and winter holidays, workers
are, for all practical purposes,
laid off. Given the months
without working, the salaries
even out to approximately $10
an hour. For the state of
Connecticut, the lowest salary
a family of four can survive on
is $18 an hour, according to
Villegas. Nearly all of the food
service workers on-campus
are helping to support families of at least four people.
Part of the message
relayed to the food service
workers from Chartwells was
that hour reductions were due
to 80 to 100 students having
dropped their meal plans
since September. "That's the
average number of students
who drop their meals plans
every year," said Villegas.
"That happens every year and
yet this year it's the reason
why hours are reduced. They
keep on saying it's the economy, but the economy doesn't
pay for meal plans. Students
do, and students have already
paid tuition and for meal
plans. They want to make us
pay with our jobs."
President James F. Jones,
Jr. was notified of what was
happening last week, however
he
declined
to
become
involved. "He basically said
that Chartwells is the vendor
and if anything is wrong, the
workers need to deal with it,"
said Villegas.
Director of Chartwells
Dining
Services
Toby
Chenette declined to comment
on behalf of Chartwells.

CT Considers Lifting Colleges Desire Safe Spring Weekends
Sunday Liquor Ban
continued from page 7

continued from page 1

and have gotten mixed
reviews about it," said Rojas.
this would level the playing "We are surrounded by three
field for them. For store own· states that currently allow
ers that are away from the sales on Sundays, not that
borders, will there be enough this is a reason to change our
increased revenue to offset the laws. I am looking forward to
increased costs of
the debate on
"I am looking for~
this proposal so
having to staff
stores an extra
I can better
ward to the debate
day in the week?"
think through
on this proposal."
As evident by
my stance."
testaments from
Students
other residents,
Jason Rojas also are voicing
Rojas is not the
th eir opinions
Director of Community
only one undecidon this matter.
Relations
"I
believe
ed on this issue.
Senator Andrew
the ban on sale
Maynard is also uncertain on of liquor on Sundays should
where he stands, saying he is remain,"
said Jonathan
"open to persuasion" if there is Costello '12. "The increase in
solid evidence that the state business would not be sub·
would benefit.
stantial, however an addi·
As reported in the same tional day open could be
Courant article, "It's a peren- exploited by alcoholics."
nial issue. The store owners
On the other hand, an
feel like they have to open or anonymous student voices
cede the sales [. .. ] I'd be inter- the opposite argument. "If
ested to see what we're look· regular retail stores are open
ing at."
on Sundays to sell items, how
"I have begun to poll store is it any different if a person
owners in my district about of age tries to buy alcohol?"
their feelings on the matter the student said.

dents began rioting, lighting
cars and furniture on fire, and
throwing rocks and beer bot·
tles at police, resulting in over
100 arrests and causing thou·
sands of dollars in property
damage. Since that fateful
weekend, UConn has put 55
initiatives in place, culminat·
ing in fewer arrests, smaller
crowds, and less boisterous
behavior.
While UConn reevaluates
for
their
2009
Spring
Weekend, Trinity College is
quietly following suit.
"We are reviewing the cur·
rent policies for Spring
Weekend," said Director of
Student Activities Jonathan
Miller. ''We do plan to contin·
ue to have an increased secu ·
rity presence on campus
through the weekend's events.
Our goal for Spring Weekend
is to provide students with a
fun, safe environment. It is
my hope that students will
encourage each other to be
responsible for the safety of
themselves and each other."
Last year, the Office of
Campus Life sent out a school-

wide e-mail stating that "the
theme of Spring Weekend
2008 is "to make a common
effort," which emphasizes our
efforts to recycle and respect
our campus peers and property." This year's Spring

Weekend theme has not yet
been released to students,
although Miller reminded students to "keep in mind that
additional information will be
released as we get closer to
the events."

Tripod Archives

During last year's Spring Weekend, Trinity students enjoyed the sunshine.
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News In Brief
Plane Crashes into N.Y. Home

Money Lost in Deceitful Calls

At 10:20 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 12,
In Newington, Conn., phone calls
Continental Connection Flight 3407 hit caused an 82-year-old woman to lose a
a house in Clarence Center, N. Y. Each of significantly large amount of money.
the 49 people aboard the plane died, With calls telling her she had won the
along with one person in the house. The Canadian lottery and that her identity
other two people inside of the house had been stolen, she sent money that
were injured in the accident. With inves- was supposedly necessary to claim her
tigations ongoing, the probable cause of money and her identity. These two calls
the crash was ice on the wings of the turned out to be scams, and the woman
plane.
sent over $25,000 to the false addresses.

Conn. Fire Leaves One Deceased

Obama to Add Stem Cell Funding

On Saturday, Feb. 14, a fire destroyed
a house located in North Haven, Conn.
At approximately 3:40 a.m. the fire
started. Investigations point to something outside of the residence causing
the fire. The owner of the building made
it out safely but the blaze killed renter
Michael Sheehan, who was on the second
floor and did not escape despite the Fire
Department's efforts.

In 2001, President Bush made an
executive order limiting stem cell
research funds to stem cells made before
August 9, 2001 and not to new ones created. It has been recently announced
that President Obama will create another executive order to overturn Bush's
previous one. According to sources,
Obama's order will add more funding for
stem cell research.

This week we asked
students: "What did
you do for Valentine's
Day?

Self-loathed and ate
my feelings.
-Anonymous

Students Pick and Choose SAT Scores
continued from page 7

have the opportunity to choose
that subset score," he said.
"We'll have to try to make it
clear that our own policy is
such that they won't be penalized from the lower scoresthey may benefit. But at the
same time, if you require that
they send in all their scores, in
a sense they lose control over
their own ability to control
their scores."
The
College
Board
launched a program similar to
Score Choice in 1993, which
lasted until 2002. Under this
program,
students could

choose which SAT Subject them more flexibility and conTests to send to the colleges to trol over their scores," reads
which they were
the College
applying.
The
"It's not a decision
Board Web
program was haltsite.
either way that will
ed in 2002, howev"As [stuer, due to a few
have a major effect on
dents] sort of
various factors,
what we do."
own
the
including the supscores, they
posed
unfair
have
that
Larry Dow right to withadvantage
to
those individuals
Dean of Admissions and
hold them,"
who could afford

to retake the
expensive tests
multiple times.
"[Score Choice] will allow
students to put their best foot
forward on test day by giving

• >

'Financial Aid

sajd ,

"It's

Dow.

not

a

decision
either way that will have a
major effect on what we do
because we'll still be looking
for the strongest [scores]."

We went to brunch, and then
we went bowling and went to
Whole Foods, and then we
made dinner, and then we
went out to Psi U and did
what couples do.
- Monica Chung '09
and Greg Storella

I went to a horse show and
fell off of a horse. I watched
someone get pooped on by a
dog.
- Kendall Curley '11

I made cupcakes.
-Lydia Damon '10

I went to the top of the
Rock in New York and took
pictures there. I went ice
skating in Central Park,
went to dinner, a movie, and
then went to a lounge.
- Elan Jones '11

THE YELLOW
DRESS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
7pm
WASHINGTON ROOM
A POWERFUL PLAY: A STUDENT
DEALS WITH DATING VIOLENCE.
SHE LEARNS: LOVE DOES NOT MEAN
EXCESSIVE CONTROL
Sponsors
Women & Gender Resource Action Center (WGRAC) & Sexual Assault Task Force (SATF)
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Technology Opens Minds and Expands Communication•••Or Does It?
NICOLE DUBOWilZ '10
FEATURES EDITOR

I remember the first time I logged
onto the World Wide Web. I was 10
years old and I excitedly created an
AOL account, waited patiently during
the shrieking dial-up tone, and proceeded to enter a vast new playground
full of unlimited computer games and
'N Sync Web sites. I never knew a time
when I couldn't send an e-mail instead
of a letter, when I couldn't use an
Instant Message instead of a phone
call, or when I had to search for information beyond a typed query into a
search engine.
Okay, so maybe the Internet hasn't
fully replaced snail-mail, the telephone, and books, but it's come close.
The year 1998 now seems like a simpler time, but what is simpler than
Google, AIM, and Facebook? Not to
mention
iPhones,
Blackberries,
Chocolates, Dares, Rumors, and all the
other
phones
that
are
also
cameras/music players/computers/tip
calculators/pacemakers and who
knows what else. I've had multiple
phones that got terrible reception and
were barely usable as, well, phones.
But, on the bright side, I think I could
crack an egg on top of my phone and it
might actually scramble it for me.
Then I wouldn't have to walk all the
way to the kitchen!
My technology won't leave me alone
because it's always asking what it can
make more convenient for me. The
built-in webcam on my MacBook keeps
suggesting that I videochat while I'm
just trying to regular chat, and there
are little searchbars, everywhere, just
begging me to look something up.
Facebook lays out all the "news" about
my friends so I don't have to go all the
way to their profile pages first.
Apparently the newest version of the
iPhone has gone "app"-happy, includ-

ing one that allows us to read MRis
(Finally, what took them so long?!)
And yet, with all of these opportunities to keep in touch and all the knowledge in the world literally at our fingertips, are we really connected?
In his essay, "Bowling Alone",
Robert Putnam argued that we aren't.
He said when we put on our "virtual
reality helmets," we're losing social
capital - what we gain from interpersonal communication and active civic
engagement. The validity of this phenomenon is debatable, but its symptoms can be subtle. Modern houses
today have decks in the back instead of
porches in the front, perhaps cutting
us off from our neighbors. According to
the General Social Survey, memberships in traditional civic organizations
have been on the decline. People no
longer join bowling leagues, Putnam
laments, and why would we, when we
can go Wii bowling instead?
True, we've increased our availability tenfold, as we are reachable wherever and whenever we are. But there
must be some distinction between
being available at all times to everyone in our cell phone address books,
and having a wide social circle.
Katherine Tyurin '10 recalls the frustration of trying to eat dinner with a
friend who repeatedly looked at her
phone. "The result is that you are constantly with people who are not physically there," she explains, "and if you
take it too far, you end up ignoring the
present and those within it." We have
an understandable fascination with
the latest modes of communication,
they're our grown-up version of toys.
But, if we allow ourselves to become
too preoccupied with all of the fleeting
capabilities of our devices, we might
forget to carry out their purpose and
actually communicate.
Some have already decided that
they do not want to get caught up in

the flurry of technological breakthroughs. There are so many ways to
communicate that we can afford to
pick and choose which work for us.
Tyurin says that she purposely does
not make herself available "because
it's too much to handle. I figure anyone who really wants to see me or talk
to me already knows how to find me."
Although, if a few people make this
effort but most do not, we risk alienating people who do not realize they
have to make an effort to seek us out.
The Tipping Point, a book by
Malcolm Gladwell, highlights the
importance of expanding our social circles, and how brief or random meetings between civically engaged people
can make all the difference in our personal and professional lives. Such
occasions can occur online, but when it
happens in person it makes a more
significant, memorable impression. No
one should have to miss out on these
potential opportunities. "There is
nothing like face time," says Alex
Fitzgerald '10. "Interacting online is
much more impersonal, and thus easier to do, but that doesn't necessarily
make it the better route."
Several aspects of our lives can
now take place in a cyber setting; we
can meet new people, network, join
groups, and so on. We've started to
interact in a completely different way,
which requires different strengths.
We've become concerned with our virtual
identities,
showcased
on
Facebook and Web sites like it,
because one incriminating search
result can keep us from getting a job,
or generally disturb our relatives.
Another consequence is that privacy is
no longer a cherished commodity. The
administration at University of
California at Berkeley asked the students and faculty to vote on whether
they approve of a camera being placed
on the main quad of campus. Its

footage, in real time, would be shown
on the University's Web site for
prospective students and anyone else
who was interested. The majority of
students voted to approve the installation, while most of the faculty voted in
opposition. There appears to be a generation gap when it comes to the value
placed on privacy, likely due to the
sudden onslaught of social networking
sites that give total strangers access to
our pictures and locations. If we are
desensitized to being watched in this
way, are we going to know where to
draw the line in the future?
This isn't the only question we
must ask ourselves while utilizing this
kind of technology. Some believe that
our generation will struggle more with
the speaking skills necessary to have a
thriving social life and career, because
we've never been forced to develop
them. Virtues like patience and work
ethic might also get thrust onto the
back-burner. However, others might
argue that we aren't really losing anything with technology, we are just
adapting to a new norm. Of course, in
many cases, public speaking and social
skills will prevail and be more effective than the most finely-tuned e-mail.
Being truly "connected" to the outside world takes more than just being
logged in, it takes real effort. The
Internet could minimize this or
encourage it, the choice is up to us.
When used responsibly, many Internet
programs have the potential to
improve, not just increase, the ways
we communicate with each other.
Perhaps the key is to strike the perfect
balance between technological usage

and putting old-fashioned, dedicated
time into our relationships, studies,
and lives. As long as we stay grounded,
technology can be a superb sidekick as
we get ahead in a fast-paced world.
Now if you'll excuse me, I have a game
of Snood to play.

Despite Complaints, Health Center Condoms Highly Ranked
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Through grants from the state of
Connecticut, the Trinity College
Health Center is able to supply condoms, free-of-charge, to all members of
the Trinity community. The Health
Center's preferred brand is Durex, and
their second choice to be provided is
Lifestyles. They currently stock both,
and receive Lifestyles when the state
is out of Durex.
Durex proudly states on their Web
site that they are the World's number
one condom brand, and Lifestyles has
been ranked highly by Consumer
Reports. The specific Lifestyles product offered at the Health Center
received a rating of 88 out of 100 on a
test of condom reliability.
And yet, it seems that there is
always someone complaining about
the free prophylactics. "Most students
I speak with on the issue have a similar story involving a bad experience
while using one of the free condoms,
including more than several instances
where either the condom breaks or the
student is unable to attain one because
of the Health Center's operating
hours," said Student Government
Association (SGA) Executive Vice

President Andrew Grubin '10, whose
campaign involved promises for better
sex by way of better condoms. "In
response to these repeated concerns,
the SGA is working closely with the
Health Center to get the student body
better condoms - better in terms of
both safety and comfort. We are currently reviewing the list of available
condoms the College can receive free
from the State and will soon make a
selection which will replace the condoms
now
being
distributed.
Additionally, we are optimistic about
soon attaining vending machines in
most laundry rooms on campus which
would dispense reputable brands like
Trojan at a low cost. These two
achievements will give students better
condoms and greated accessibility to
them."
Many students, though, have no
problem with them. "I use them all the
time and I think they're totally fine,"
said one anonymous student. Another
anonymous student pointed to the fact
that they are free, which may cause
students to look down on them. "[They
complain] because nothing is good
enough for Trinity students , who
would, if given a fistful of diamonds
every Tuesday, complain about the
lack of clarity." The act of entering the

health center to get condoms, particularly when a student is working the
desk, can surely be embarrassing, but
the Health Center promotes sexual
health and maturity. Some students
have no preference. "I prefer the
'whatevericanfind' variety,"
said
another anonymous student.
Perhaps due to their heavy marketing efforts, students often cite Trojan
as their favorite brand. On the same
report that ranked Lifestyles high,
many Trojan varieties were downranked, with a defect rate that exceeded 1.5 percent. "I either take my roommates' Trojans or use the health center
ones," said another anonymous student, who says he is not very picky.
"I can't use the condoms they provide," said one unlucky anonymous
student, "because I am allergic to
latex. I would love it if they could provide latex-free options, because they
are pricey." While the Health Center
says that they continue to receive complaints about the free condoms, it
appears that many students do not
have an issue with them, but may not
utilize them due to personal preference, or due to the female companion
taking oral contraception. The SGA
and Grubin still hope for improvement.

Durex and Lifestyles are the two brands of
condoms that the Health Center offers.
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Competition at Trinity is Healthy, in Academics and Athletics
ERICA STISSER '11
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

People have formed their
own interpretations on the
nature of competition. It's an
instinct, we say, a biological
trait left over from ancestors
who wore the skins of their
victories because their sur·
vival depended on it. Today,
that sense of Darwinism has
changed a bit, and shifted into
something more like cooper a tive competition, although
that may sound like an oxy·
moron. And on a college cam·
pus - well, the meaning of the
concept is different entirely.
Here at Trinity, competition is a moral matter. But
can competition really be root·
ed in personality? Students
don't just engage in competitive behavior, sporting events,
personal grade-topping; we're
competitive
by
nature.
Competition
becomes
a
lifestyle; an edgy incentive for
self-improvement
and
a
means of maintaining self·
worth. At Trinity, competition

isn't just a form of interactive
behavior - it's an attitude.
If, as I believe they do,
most students at Trinity see
competition as something tied
up in their identity, then it's
certainly not always a bad
thing. Let's be honest - we
work hard, we strive for excel·
lence, and a lot of the time, we
win.
Max Zevin '11, a member
of the Trinity College Men's
Crew Team, puts it simply "It pays to win. You can either
choose to be mediocre, or you
can choose to put yourself on a
level where people are going
to be as good, or better, than
you are. It's the only way
you'll improve. No one wants
to step on anyone else's toes,
or succeed at another person's
expense, but in the end, it
always comes down to win·
ning and losing." Zevin agrees
that there's a competitive air
on campus, but that is also
why students succeed. When
pitted against peers of equal
intelligence and relentless
ambition, we see ourselves,

Zevin says, as "little fish in a
big bowl. Eventually, you're
going to grow into the goal you
have in mind." With this attitude toward academics, and
career objectives in general,
it's no wonder Trinity students go places in life.
Steve Creane '12, now in
his first semester at Trinity,
also considers himself a com·
petitive person. In fact, the
competitive nature of our
school was one of the decisive
factors that inspired him to
transfer here. "I came here to
compete. I run on the track
team, and I know Trinity is a
more competitive school just
by the nature of its prestige.
It's smaller and attracts a
more specific academic audi·
ence, and I knew that when I
came here," he said. It makes
sense that because people at
Trinity all share the belief
that there's a competitive
nature inside of them, it ere·
ates a certain kind of social
cohesion on campus. People
bond over the feeling - stu ·
dents flock to the squash

games in droves, united in
their common desire to main·
tain the winning streaks, to
wipe the floor with Yale. Steve
adds, "In a way, it's masochis·
tic. Competitive personalities
are attracted to one another,
so no one ever wins."
In that sense, hyper-com·
petition can surely be seen as
a neurosis. But students at
Trinity are smart with their
aggression - smart and seri·
ous. Sarah Bagaco '11 is a pre·
med student who believes that
her competitive attitude has
benefitted her because it's the
primary way she's achieved
academic success. "I was con·
ditioned to be like this," she
says. "When I was six, my
dad kicked my ass at checkers
and absolutely wouldn't let
me win. From then on, it's
been important for me to do
my best. I compete with
myself, I guess." In terms of
academic competition, Bagaco
thinks that most students are
willing to help each other out.
But even in social situations,
some students attempt to one·

up each other. The only down·
side of being competitive,
Bagaco says, is when you
focus on the attitude instead
of the goal: "Like, when you
lose sight of what's really
important to you purely for
the sake of proving something
to yourself."
So when does competition
cross the line? Behavioral sci·
entists see it as a destructive
trait only when it opposes the
desire for mutual survival. Us
common folk tend to think it
only becomes ruinous when it
compromises ethical stan·
dards. At Trinity, students
understand the value of
healthy competition, often
even preferring to keep their
avenues of success to them·
selves. And, with the future in
mind, that attitude is paying
off for many of us. But it
requires a certain group
dynamic, a certain campus
climate, if you will, to foster a
perpetual air of opposition.
One thing's for sure - the wise
learn many things from their
competitors.

~~

.. .a"swers your lcvve questlot1s
DR TRINCEST
LOVE EXPERT

Dear Dr. Trinceet,
Why is it that the guy
population at Trinity is
split between those that
are socially-challenged and
those that are relationship·
challenged?
Love,
Annoyed Angel
Now that's not quite fair. I
would say that there are at least
a few more categories that
Trinity men fall into, but I
understand your struggle.
rm only a love expert and
sex guru, not an anthropologist,
so I can't tell you why it is that
Trin guys are challenged in one
of these two fields. What I do
know, however, is that there are
a couple approaches you could
try to overcome this unfortunate
dilemma.
The fact is, lots of college
guys are going to be averse to a
aerious relationship, and maybe
ey aren't totally in the wrong.
We're young and hot and only
re for a few years, so why set·
e down? People become more
n minded to relationships
en they have established a
nnection to another person.
, when you encounter a guy

who seems commitment-phobic,
don't have great expectations or
push him to change his mind.
Instead, just be yourself and get
to know him. Also, it's pretty
much a scientific fact that if you
hook up too soon, he's not going
to bother dating you. Just like
girls want confident guys, guys
want confident girls who know
they're worth the effort and
don't tolerate B.S. Mutual
respect is a pretty massive cornerstone to any relationship.
And don't short-change the
slightly awkward dudes. You
just might be detecting nerves,
which means he's human - awe·
some! These guys can be very
loveable: show him you're interested, and I'm sure that he will
become
more comfortable.
Remember Ten Things I Hate
About You? That kid from
''Third Rock" was definitely in
the socially-challenged category,
but once Alex Mack got past
that, she knew she made the
right choice. So don't lose hope, I
know these walls of challenge
you speak of are just waiting to
be broken down!

Dear Dr. Trincest,
I'm a guy who wants to

make sure I know how to
please a girl in bed. Got
any tips?
Sincerely,
Just Wondering
If you're looking for tricks
that apply to all women, I can't
help you. One of the best parts
about sexuality is that it com·
pletely depends on the individual. One of the biggest mistakes
you can make is thinking of
what your ex liked and assum·
ing it works for everyone.
A surefire tip I can give you
is to always be patient. Girls
need their engines warmed up
before they're raring to go, and
nobody likes being rushed
through a hook-up. They also
usually take longer than guys to
reach the Promised Land, so
don't be surprised or discour·
aged if it takes awhile, just enjoy
it!
Girls love when you show an
interest in appeasing their personal needs. Many girls know
what they like but are too timid
to ask for it, so try to pick up on
the cues they give you. For
example, a moan usually indicates that you're doing something right. If you're able to

adjust your style based on these
subtle hints, you're golden. And,
you should feel free to ask her
what she wants! It might seem
awkward, but in the heat of the
moment, she'll appreciate a for-

ward approach. You can ask her
to guide you to where she wants
you to be if you would like a
demonstration.
Good luck and happy hook·

ingup!

Top 5
FMLs

(courtesy of Fmylife.com)

5. Today, I saw a friend in the street but he didn't
see me, so I decided to call him. He took his cell
out of his pocket, sighed and didn't pick up. FML

4.

Today, I went to get my school picture taken
and the photographer looked at me and said "you
look like you need a mirror." FML

3. Today, I told my mom I was going through a
growth spurt. She said, "yeah, horizontally." FML
2. Today, my boyfriend broke up with me via text
message. He spelled my name wrong. FML

1. Today, I was .eating ice cream and I noticed·
some on my jeans so I wiped it off with my finger
and licked it. It was bird shit. FML

Girl Mistakes

Saturday Afternoon
Delight •.. in the Library

Banister: Must Be
This Sober to Ride

Floor for Toilet

AT was working hard in
the library Saturday after,
noon when some sounds of
pleasure emerged from
below. AT isn't sure if the
periodical room now stocks
Playgirl, but we have to
imagine that there was
another party involved.

One frat brother was seen
having a great time this weekend
when he decided to slide down
the banister of his house's stair,
case. This would have been a
great idea, if he hadn't then fall,
en to the ground while taking an
innocent bystander's legs out
from under him.

Now, we all know that
when alcohol is involved,
judgement is impaired, but
one girl witnessed at a frater,
nity has no excuse. AT spied
one brunette would--be vixen
lying on the bathroom floor
surrounded by her own ...
product. Ew.

AT can't aluays catch
you and your friends at
your most devious, a~
mare importantly, emlxir-rassing moments, so share
a naughty tale! Email us
at tripod@trincoll.eau.

ARTS
~bt ~riniQ? ~ripob

Alpha Delta Phi and Musaik Sponsor Talent-Filled Concert
JUUA MCINNIS '11
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

On Friday, Feb. 13, Musaik, a strong music presence on Trinity's campus, hosted a concert at the
Alpha Delta Phi (AD) fraternity. Despite the prospect
of bad luck, the show went smoothly and lasted a
solid three and a half hours. At approximately 10
p.m., Under The Radar kicked off the evening with
some blues and funk rock riffs. The group (Austin
Waldecker '10, Derek Anderson '10, Connor Wessels
'09, and Justin Hallquist '11) played a set that
included "Sweet Home Alabama" and "Blister in the
Sun". Anderson also played some original songs
which the crowd seemed to enjoy. His song, "Get
Back On The Chase", evoked thoughts of G. Love. At
one point, Waldecker was bouncing next to the mies,
and Anderson played a guitar solo behind his head. I
give the band a lot of credit for opening the show
since it was a frustrating time slot to perform; the
audience was still trickling in and the sound equipment was being adjusted. Despite these obstacles,
the band was really into their performance and it
was obvious that these guys have a passion for
music.
After Under The Radar, Chase Caillouette '10
treated the audience to some acoustic surf folk and
rock tunes. Caillouette's shows are one-man, one-guitar events and he has never disappointed. To quote
Anderson, "Chase played a brilliant set, as he always
does." He looked completely at ease with the crowd
and his set had the largest turnout. Trinity's former
music star, Will Raymund '10 (no longer sporting his
signature fro) made a guest appearance and joined
Caillouette on his last couple of songs. This was
undoubtedly one of the evening's highlights (particularly the new haircut). Caillouette said, "I was excited to see how many people came to listen to music. It
was the first time in a while that I've played a show
at Trinity that felt more like a concert than a party.
It felt packed, people sang along, and though my
music is pretty mellow, I felt like the energy was
high." His acoustic act left the crowd craving more.
This was the perfect opportunity for Chug Chug
Chug (Brian Murdock '10, Michael Levy '12, Chris
Hall '10, and Alexis Valle '09) to take the stage. Chug
changed the set list from "Plastic Jesus" to "Killing in
the Name Of'. I don't know how often AD's basement
hears metal anthems, but all of Chug's songs were
fantastic, and not just for meshing. Chug Chug Chug
kept the audience raging throughout their set; there
wasn't a single song that didn't get people dancing.
Not only was the music quality good, but Levy gave
an intense vocal performance that included beer

Top: Under the Radar, Waldecker '10, Anderson '10, Wessels '09,
and Hallquist '11 started off the night at the concert held in AD.

Emily Gittleman '11

Chug Chug Chug kept people dancing through their entire set
while performing Saturday night at the AD/Musaik Concert.

Julia Mcinnis '11

Chase Caillouette '10 entertained with surf folk and rock music.

chugging ("chug chug chug!"). The boys were also a
big hit with the ladies. More than once a bra that
could have housed watermelons flew across the stage
at Valle. At one point, Hall was attacked by a pair of.
coral granny-panties, sized for a baby hippopotamua.
And unless I'm mistaken, Murdock was snagging
smooches from his girlfriend while playing "Suck My
Kiss". The back-to-back performances of Caillouette
and Chug were the evening's climax. Bravo, boys!
After Chug Chug Chug, Nelson "Encore" Lassiter
'09 gave a rap performance. One of Lassiter'&
strengths as a performer is his ability to work with
an audience. He got on and off stage several times,
and made a point of changing his position so all could
see him. His songs are great, but unfortunately the
lyrics were lost under senior Tyler Triggs' guitar
(which was just a tad too loud). The only other issue
with Lassiter's performance was its timing. It would
have been better for him to perform either before or
after Caillouette. Chug put the audience in the mood
to rock out and the transition into rap was a bit too
much for some people to handle. Matthew Sullivan
'10 said the following about Lassiter's show: "He
came on stage given a gift from Chug. The gift was a
wild crowd. The gift walked out of AD during his set.
The crowd that really wanted more rock n' roll was
given hip-hop, and they decided to leave." Despite
the mellowing crowd, Lassiter gave a solid performance and hopefully he'll be on stage again soon.
Normally, Sensing Attention (they're changing
their name, but the guys in the group are Sullivan,
James Paone from the University of Massachusetts,
Corey Stein '10, Jared Rodriguez '12, and Anderson)
would be the perfect way to cap off the night. Their
shows are always splendid with a lot of crowd
pleasers and energy. Plus Paone and Sullivan are a
blast to watch. However, after Chug left, so did the
audience's momentum and the crowd started to thin_
out. Sensing Attention is by far one of the most talented groups on campus, and it was a shame to see
them play for so few people. Although the musical
quality of their performance was at its usual high,
the boys seemed to notice the sparse turnout. I waat
to give them one more round of applause for not only
sticking it out, but giving the audience a profession·
al show which included a cover of "Jessie's Girl", and
a surprisingly good rendition of Flo Rida's "Low"
which delighted those still dancing.
Despite the audience turnout (or lack thereoO
the performers were all tremendous and I would like
to see this line up play together again. It was a lot
of fun and there will hopefully be many more shows
in the future.
[Editor's Note: Mclnnis is a member of Musaik.l

Shocking Monologues Raised Money for "V-Day Foundation"
continued from page 1
Nonetheless, their shifty glances and bouncing
knees showed just how uncomfortable they really felt
to be there. The chocolate vagina lollipops that were
being sold as an additional fundraiser, though a little
too weird for me, were being enjoyed by audience members of both sexes. These provocative candies were only
giving us a little taste of what was to come.
The performance began with the entire cast, fondly
dubbed ''The Vagina Warriors", filling the stage. The
play was originally performed by three actresses, but to
me the power of all those girls on stage made the play
more realistic and commanding. They all had the same
black superwomen shirts on, and this solidarity set the
tone for the tough subjects they would each present
during the play. The common thread of unity and
understanding was extremely important to the show.
Two narrators, Samantha Alcala '11, and Jocelyn
Schur '11, kept the play flowing as they introduced
each upcoming segment. The actresses had scripts in
light pink binders that they could read from, however,
I noticed that the girls were comfortable enough with
their lines that they rarely needed to resort to the
binder. It was evident that these girls had spent a good
deal of time developing their characters and really getting to know these individual stories.
One of the most interesting stories featured a seventy-two year old woman, played by Brooke Teittinen

'11, who was reflecting on her experiences. Teittinen
was believable, encapsulating the discomfort older
women feel discussing their sexual pasts. She developed from a shy, curt old lady into a giggly and reflective woman. She kept referring to her vagina as "the
basement'' of her house. She used this analogy to justify the fact that her basement was closed up and unthought of. The mood turned more serious as the
woman revealed that she had uterine cancer and had
all of her female parts removed. Her disinterest with
her ''basement" became all the more clear and Teittinen
wholly conveyed the sadness that comes from cancer.
Another dominant story was presented by Dulce
Amor Imbo '09 and Tydera Faines '09. This story, called
"My Vagina was my Village", revealed the story of a
rape in a native village in Africa. The actresses took
turns speaking, though they seemed to be exposing
sentiments from the same mind. The narrators provided facts about problems being faced today in African
countries. They revealed that genital mutilation is still
used today in 28 countries around the world. 30 million
girls a year face this brutal act. They also stated that
rape is not just a problem in third world countries.
200,000 women are raped each year in the United
States. These unsettling facts brought a somber tone to
the trend of frivolity in the play. This also demonstrated how important this production was because it was
raising money to prevent future occurrences of female
abuse.

Although a few of the stories were saddening, The
Vagina Monologues had an overall amusing and
upbeat tone. One story featured a six-year-old girl,
played by Monica Au-Yeung '12, explaining what she
thought about her vagina. Her answers were endearing
and typical of a young child. By far the most hysterical
story presented was about the woman with the "angry
vagina", played by Shanice Smith '11. Smith stormed
the stage from her hiding place in the audience and
had a commanding presence that the audience really
took to. Her complaints were typical for a woman, but
her use of profanities and force made her story uproar
lOUS.

Every story presented was unique and interesting.
Ensler recently added the last two stories of the play to
the repertoire. One featured Ensler, played by Amanda
Usher '12, telling the story of her granddaughters
birth. The other was also Ensler, played by Nicolette
Laume '11, describing how she was baptized by the
children she worked with in Africa. These additional
stories tied in all of the women's stories with the stories
of the creator.
The Vagina Monologues was overall a very impressive production. I felt uncomfortable listening to some
of the things the actresses were saying, so I can only
imagine how difficult it was to say those things in front
of an entire audience. Each story was told with composure and pride, and definitely had an effect on the
viewers.
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Live Dr. Horrible Promises to be Exciting Premiere Performance

Peter Smith '10

Bradley DeBaise '11 plays Dr. Horrible in the live action adaptation at Trinity.

EUZABETII AGRESTA '11
COPY CHIEF

As an avid T.V. watcher, I
have to say I was pretty
bummed out by last year's
Writers' Guild of America
strike, and I wasn't the only
one. However, not everyone in
the entertainment biz sat back
and followed the moratorium on
new scripts. Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and Firefly), his brothers
Zack (a writer), and Jed (a composer), as well as Jed's fiancee,
actress Maurissa Tancharoen,
wrote and created a 43-minute
musical, primarily for internet
distribution. The three-act
musical was released in parts,
each released two days apart
from one another, and gained a

huge following with the online
crowd.
Several members of said
crowd reside here at Trinity, so
it's no surprise that we'll be
seeing it this weekend at
Austin Arts Center, where it
will be performed Thursday,
Feb. 19 through Saturday, Feb.
21. The production, directed by
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09, with
accompaniment by Professor of
Music Gerald Meshell, features a small cast of talented
actors:
Sophomores
Brad
DeBiase and Ben Cooper as
arch-rivals Dr. Horrible/Billy
and Captain Hammer, Dani
Warly '12 as Penny, their
mutual love interest, and
David Kimball-Stanley '09 as
Moist, Dr. Horrible's henchman (whose name pretty much

says everything).
The plot follows the exploits
of Dr. Horrible, the alter ego of a
young man named Billy, who
wants to take over the world
(and blogs about his doings
throughout the show - hence its
title). He falls in love with
Penny, a charitable young
woman who works with the
homeless and "doesn't eat meat"
(as the song "So They Say''
informs us). Unfortunately, the
strong-but-stupid superhero
Captain Hammer falls in love
with her, too, much to Dr.
Horrible's chagrin. The two
nemeses spend the rest of the
show fighting over Penny, with
some hilarious consequences

Peter Smith '10

DeBiase and Kimball-Stanley in rehearsal.

Peter Smith '10

Penny (Warly) lands in trash bags after being knocked over by Captain Hammer.

(and some sad ones).
I think the strongest aspect
of this show is going to be its
cast. The story alone is hilarious, but it wouldn't be anything
without the talented cast
behind it. Even the minor parts,
like the Bad Horse Chorus
(Corey
Stein
'10,
Peter
Kempson '10, and David Caffrey
'11) and the groupies and homeless people (Erica DeLano '11,
Zoe Nageotte '12, Elliot Faust
'12, and Tierney Nolen '11) are
acted and sung well, and the
main cast manages to blend the
perfect amount of humor, musical talent, and acting skill. I was
particularly impressed with
DeBiase and Kimball-Stanley,
who make up the evil portion of
the cast. DeBiase manages to be
completely
adorable
and

endearing as Billy, and yet kind
of creepy (and maybe a little
sad) as Dr. Horrible. KimballStanley really makes up a lot of
the blatant comic relief during
the show, what with his sweatiness - and that's without his
similarity to Prince Herbert
from Monty Python and the
Holy Grail (at least in regards to
his vocal talents ... and his rela tionship with Snarski-Pierce).
Even though there are still a
few days of rehearsals to go for
the Dr. Horrible cast and crew,
this definitely looks like a prom·
ising musical - especially considering it's the first live performance ever produced. Seats
are limited, as there are only
about 50 in Garmany Hall. Get
there early - it would be horrible
to miss out!

Mather Presents Cambodian Photos Taken by Trinity Students

Emily Gittleman '11

Emily Gittleman '11

sweeps the sidewalk near the Tonle Sap River system in Cambodia on display at Mather.

JACQ_UEUNE SPARKS '09
ARTS EDITOR

the summer of 2008, 15
ty students went to Cambodia as

of the Cambodia in Context study
d program. Nine of these students
tured in an exhibit in the Mather
ery entitled, "Phnom Penh River
The goal of the exhibit is to
· e the central role that the Tonle
· er system plays in the daily life of
m Penh, capital city of the
m of Cambodia."
e show consists of about 20 untiictures; the photographs are only
ed by the name of the photograThis is a slight weakness; while
is something to be said for allowpictures to speak for themselves,
ne unfamiliar with the scenes
depicted might be unclear about
is going on.
aps the most eye-catching piewere the ones with children in
Allie Stein '11 took a picture
a young girl holding a small
a stick. Positioned in the center
back wall, it instantly draws the

eye upon entering the space. Nathan
Kirschbaum '09 has a picture displayed
with a little girl taking a flower. The
face of the little girl is the only one
appearing in the picture, which makes
exactly who she is taking the flower
from nicely ambiguous. Another photograph by Stein shows children lounging
on a dock over the river. One child was
simply hanging, as though on monkey
bars, over the river. It was unclear if he
would actually swim or not.
Flowers were another common
theme. Kirschbaum's photo of the young
girl centers on a flower and the girl.
Another picture along the same theme
was senior Mark Rasmussen's photograph of several flower sellers.
Contrasting with Kirschbaum's, the
main subject was an older woman,
instead of a young girl.
Another picture featuring a senior
citizen was Weita Wu's '09 photograph of
a man sweeping the sidewalk near a
cafe. His traditional twig broom and the
modern cafe show the contrast of contemporary life.
Most of the photographs felt very
timeless; if people had had cameras,

A selection of pictures from Cambodia are currently on display in the second floor Mather Art Space.

they could have been taken a thousand
years ago instead of last summer.
Perhaps the most notable exception to
this is Wu's picture of two men sitting on
a low wall, looking at their cell phones.
While this does not give the same
impression of changelessness that many
of the other photographs do, it also helps
anchor the show in the time of last sum·
mer. The other exception is senior Nora
Becker's photograph, from behind, of a
young man climbing into a car. For
some reason, while other pictures also
contain modern artifacts, these are the
only ones that do not feel timeless.
Despite a description and a title that
focuses on the Tonle Sap River, the river
could only be directly seen in 11 of the 20
photographs. While it seems a safe
assumption that much of the activity is
occurring near the river, even if not
directly seen, this is another place where
captions or titles would have helped.
The viewer was left to infer that the
river was nearby.
Despite minor flaws, "Phnom Penh
River Life" is an interesting student
exhibit. It is a shame that few people
know it is there, and when they do go to

the second floor of Mather Hall, walk
right by the pictures without noticing
them.
"Phnom Penh River Life" runs in
the Mather Art Gallery until Tuesday
Feb. 24.

Emily Gittleman '11

A young Cambodian girl in a picture by Stein.
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Ever heard the term: "prac#ce makes perfect!'?

Practice Interviews with TrinityAlutnni!

February 24th & February 25th, 2009
6:00-8:30 pm

ow acce ting a pll o to
become a First- ear entor for the
2009 - 20 0 academic year.
Help new students adjust to academic
and social life at Trinity!

Career Services Office

H Ip incoming Fll'St· ear stud nts
become successful college student.sf
Earn 1.5 course credits and
$500 p r m r and th
p ct
of all our p rs!
Applications available in the First-Year Program
Office, located in the Jones Basement
Vbit, email (career-services@trincoll.edu), or call our
office at ext. 2080 to arrange a time slot for a practice
interview. All students are welcome to attend.

***
Applzcation Deadline: Fnday, March 13th
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Trin Runs Streak to 199 with 5-4 Win Women's Squash Takes
Third at CSA Nationals
continued from page 16

spot, while Bantam freshman
Vikram Malholtra beat anoth ·
er Princeton senior in the
eighth-ranked spot. Both
secured the wins in only three
games.
These sets edged the score
into Trinity's favor, putting
the Bantams ahead three sets
to two.
The lead did not last long
as Trinity's fifth-ranked soph·
omore Randy Lim lost three
straight
games,
tying
Princeton and Trinity at three
sets each.
In the fourth ranked spot,
Trinity sophomore Parth
Sharma lost his first game
and won his second and third.
Princeton sophomore David
Letourneau came out strong
in the fourth game, putting
himself ahead
by
five.
However, Sharma staged a
comeback to win the game and
the set, breaking the tie in

Trinity's favor.
The seventh-ranked set
pitted Trinity sophomore
Andres
Vargas
against
Princeton freshman Kelly
Shannon. Vargas took the first
game, but Shannon responded
aggressively by winning the
next two. In the fourth game,
Shannon quickly amassed a 31 lead over Vargas.
Meanwhile,
the
set
between first-ranked players
junior Baset Chaudhry and
senior Mauricio
Sanchez
began with two successful
games for Sanchez. Chaudhry
fought back to win the next
two games.
As Sanchez and Chaudhry
continued to vie for control of
the set, Vargas came back
from a two-point deficit to win
the game and the seventhranked set.
Chaudhry went on to lose
his final game to Princeton's
Sanchez. Chaudhry's loss
brought the teams back to tied

score, but it was Vargas' win
after coming from behind that
put Trinity ahead at the close
of the match.
The last match Trinity lost
was against Princeton in
1998. Since then, Trinity has
beaten Princeton in three
College Squash Association
National
Championship
Finals.
Last year, Trinity beat
Princeton 9-0 in regular sea·
son play and 8-1 for the
National Championship.
This hard-earned victory
for Trinity continues the rivalry between the two schools
and with an opponent proven
worthy, the Trinity-Princeton
face-off in the National
Championships should be
more interesting than last
year. On Friday, Feb. 20, the
Bantams will return to
Princeton in search of their
11th national title as the CSA
National
Team
Championships begin.

Bantams Down Ephs on Senior Day
continued from page 16
the Amherst College Lord Jeffs
this coming Saturday m
Amherst, Mass.
The victory also underscored
a compelling farewell to seniors
Paul Rowe, Aaron Westbrooks,
and Aaron Pangburn as they
1>\ayed their last regular season
game
at
Ray
Oosting
Gymnasium.
Rowe and Westbrooks "could
not have picked a better game
to step up their play," noted
sophomore point guard Salah
Abdo. ''Westbrooks made sure
his last game in Oosting
Gymnasium was going to be his
most memorable. He had a
game-high 21 points and had
his hands on every loose ball.
Rowe hit some big shots when
we needed him most. Both sen·
iors played excellent basketball
on their most important night
of the year."
Trinity (9·14) maintained a
very balanced offensive attack
for much of the game, with
five players scoring in double
digits.
Westbrooks had a game·
high 21 points, shooting six for
11 from the field and making
eight of 10 free throws.
Westbrooks also had six
rebounds and four of Trinity's
10 steals.
Sophomore forward Luke
MacDougall, who poured in a
stellar 30 points against
Middlebury, had 15 points on 5·
for9 shooting.
Paul Rowe had 10 points
and seven rebounds.
Trinity, who shot 37.9 per·
cent from the field, used an
ensive surge late in the first
to take over. With 9: 10
remaining before halftime, the
Bantams, who were trailing 276, went on a damaging 20·4
to take the lead by five at
break.

resilient team play, highlighted
by remarkable contributions
from
Westbrooks,
Rowe,
MacDougall, and sophomore
guard Brian Ford.
Despite taking the lead midway throughout the second half,
the Ephs (16·8), who shot 45.5
percent from the field, eventually fell victim to Trinity's steady

less 91. 7 percent from the line,
with 18 points, going four for
eight from behind the arc.
Sophomore Harlan Dodson had
14 points for the Ephs and
freshman guard James Wang
dished out an unprecedented
eight assists.
The Ephs finished the regular season in third place (6-3 in

continued from page 16
all, while a loss would have
resulted in fourth place.
The Bantams proved themselves to be wholly superior,
when four out of five victories
sets were secured in only three
games.
Echeverria started the day
off strong by taking three
straight games from her Penn
opponent, winning each by a
score of 9-1.
Williams put Quaker Tara
Chawla away easily, without
giving Chawla the chance to
score more than three points
in the three quick games they
played.
Jee won the fourth slot set,
winning the first two games
easily, but struggling a bit
more to put herself in the third
game. Jee won the third game
by a much closer score of 9·7.
Paton was also successful
in only three games, but had to
work a little bit harder for her
victories. She let her Quaker
opponent score a total of five
points against her in the first
game. Paton won the second
much more easily, putting herself ahead by seven points. The

Inside the Sports Section:
a Sports Editorial
STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
SPORTS EDITOR

Emily Gittleman '11
Despite a disappointing 9-14 record, the Bantams finished the season strong.

offense, tenacious defense, and
consistent free-throw shooting.
It was at the charity stripe
where Trinity, who made 35 of
40 attempts (87.5 percent), was
able to pull away from the Ephs.
This is a Trinity team that
has enhanced its cohesiveness,
proved its resiliency and assembled a great deal of confidence
going into this weekend.
The tournament field is wide
open, and with the amount of
parity that now exists in college
basketball, there are no limits
as to how far the Bantams can
go.
Abdo
said,
"Beating
Williams not only was a great
win for us, but it gives us great
momentum going into this
weekend's first-round game
against Amherst. We have been
playing at a very high level the
past nine games and it is way
too early for this dream ride to
come to an end."
Junior Blake Schultz led
Williams, who shot a near-flaw·

NESCAC) and will take on
Bates this coming Saturday in
Williamstown, Mass.
As for the Bantams, they are
focused on the next task at
hand.
''It's a simple formula going
into this weekend: if we play
Trinity Basketball with one
through 14 into the game men·
tally and physically, we can
knock off a top-20 team in
Amherst College," said Abdo.
''We could not have picked a better time to start playing great
basketball."
The Bantams have qualified
for the NESCAC tournament
nine seasons in row. They are
prepared to take on conference
foe Amherst College this
Saturday, Feb. 15, at 2 p.m. in
Amherst, Mass.
They have been there before.
And they are ready.
''We've said it all year long in
the locker room, 'our best is bet·
ter than any team's best,"' said
Abdo. "As we prepare for this

third game was relatively close
in score, as she only won the
third by a margin of two
points.
The Bantams found incredible success in these sets, but
four Quaker victories left the
teams tied as the final set
began. Bahgat took the first
two games from Penn senior
Kirsten Lange, but gave into
her fatigue, letting Lange win
the third game by a score of 5·
9. The fourth game would
prove to be their last, as
Bahgat put herself ahead 9-6
to win the game and the set.
The ninth set broke the tie
with the Bantams ahead five
sets to four.
The final contest moved the
Bantams into third place overall. They finished strong
behind the Princeton women
in first and the Harvard team
in second. The Trinity women,
as a team, close the season
with a final record of 12·3, but
their season is not over just
yet. The Bantams will travel
north to Williams on Friday,
Feb. 27 for the beginning of
the
College
Squash
Association National Singles
Championship.

Every week, I face a conflict
of interest. I am a sports editor
of The Trinity Tripod, so I have
to put out a section that people
want to read. I am a student at
Trinity College, so I want to
make sure all teams get the
recognition
they
deserve.
Unfortunately, in many cases,
these two are mutually exclusive.
Forgive me if this sounds
like sour grapes, but I have
taken a fair amount of grief during my tenure as sports editor
about how I choose which teams
to cover and how much coverage
they receive, and I think it is
time that I make clear my methods.
First, I think about how
much space I have. The Tripod
has downsized in the past three
years from 24 to 20 to 16 pages,
so the sports section now only
has two pages, or about enough
room for four short articles. This
is important to keep in mind, as
I try to work as many different
sports in as possible.
Second, I check to see which
teams are home. It is much eas·
ier to convince a photographer
to walk to Ferris than to drive to
Maine, so teams with home
games usually take priority.
Teams' records are also important here - we strive to be hon·
est in our coverage of teams, but
it is hard at a school of 2,200 to
criticize the performance of peo·

ple we see every day.
Next, I consider my audience. I feel for the runners and
swimmers and rowers at Trinity
(in fact, I am a member of one of
those teams), but it is generally
safe to assume that more people
are interested in football and
men's squash than in the less
marquee sports. Similarly, given
the choice between a men's team
and a women's team with identical records, most people want to
read about the men's team. It is
not fair, but men are bigger and
faster and stronger, and in
many cases, their games are
more popular.
Finally, I account for my
writing staff. Most people are
understandably more comfortable writing about sports they
understand, which means that
everyone wants to cover football,
soccer, basketball, and baseball,
and no one wants to figure out
how to score a wrestling meet.
I want to emphasize that I
am not excusing myself when I
fail to acknowledge an event
that, to the athletes involved, is
life-changing. I also understand
that the vast majority of my
readership is composed of the
athletes I cover.
However, I have never
received a complaint from a non·
partisan reader that he or she is
eager for more information on
one of the less popular teams.
And to the athletes on those
teams I ask: do you really need
the approval of the Tripod to
know you have done a good job?
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Bahgat Shines, But Trinity Settles for Third
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

The
Trinity
College
women's squash team faced
staunch competition for the
Howe Cup this weekend at the
College Squash Association
Team
Championships
m
Cambridge, Mass.
The Trinity women entered
the contest ranked fourth
nationally with a regular season record of 10-2. Despite
their national ranking, the
Trinity women were able to
fight their way to a third-place
finish, beating Yale and Penn.
The
CSA
Team
Championships is a threeround, single-elimination tournament that includes the top
eight ranked collegiate teams
in the country.
The Trinity women were
ranked third as their season
came to a close, but lost to the
fourth-ranked Harvard m
their
last
regular-season
game, which left them ranked

fourth.
On Friday, Feb. 13, in the
first match of the tournament,
the Trinity women faced the
fifth-ranked Yale University
Bulldogs.
Sophomore Bantam Robyn
Williams at the seven spot and

Bahgat, the number one
Bantam, won her first game
against Yale's Logan Greer, but
lost the next two. Bahgat came
back strong to win the fourth
and fifth games by scores of 90 and 9-5, respectively.
Second-ranked
junior

Stephanie Apstein '10

Junior co-captain Jo-Ann Jee fell, 3-2, at the fourth spot against Princeton.

freshman Andrea Echeverria
at the nine spot won each of
their sets in three games.
Freshman phenom N our

Nayelly Hernandez fought
hard for her first win over
Bulldog Sarah Toomey, edging
herself ahead by only two

points. Hernandez went on to
win the second game handily,
but lost the third game 6-9.
Hernandez reversed the score
in the fourth, and ultimately
final, game winning by a score
of 9-6.
Trinity's fourth-place player, junior co-captain Jo-Ann
Jee, fifth-ranked freshman
Pamela Jimenez, and eighthplace junior Emily Paton were
also successful in their sets.
The Trinity women easily beat
the Yale Bulldogs by a final
score of 7-2, advancing to the
semifinals where they would
face the top-ranked Princeton.
Despite considerable effort
put forth by the Trinity
women, they fell to Princeton
in a very close semifinal match
on Saturday, Feb. 14. Trinity
third-ranked junior Tehani
Guruge won her set in four
games, by a score of 3-1. Paton
was also victorious by the
same score.
At this point in the match,
Trinity's two victories were not

enough to put them ahead, as
Princeton had amassed four
successful sets early in play.
The Bantams were opti·
mistic with three sets left to
play, including Bahgat in the
number one slot.
Bahgat defeated Tiger
Amanda Siebert in three
games, helping the Bantams
pull themselves a little closer
to the Tigers.
However, in the fourth posi·
tion, Jee lost in a close set,
three games to two. This put
Trinity behind by two sets with
only one set left to be played.
Williams was successful in the
last set of the match, but to no
avail. Trinity fell to Princeton
by a score of 5-4.
Because of their loss the
day before, the Trinity women
were pitted against the
University of Pennsylvania
Quakers in their final match of
the contest. A victory would
have meant third place over-

see WOMEN'S on page 15

Bantams Win Nailbiter Over Tigers Seniors Lead Basketball
in Last 2009 Home Game
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
squash team faced quite a
match-up for the final match
of the regular season. The
team, ranked number one in
the country by the College
Squash Association, traveled
south to play against the team
ranked number two behind

Princeton
them,
the
University Tigers.
Both teams entered the
weekend undefeated, but only
one team would leave that
way.

Although
stressful
at
points, the game ended with
the Trinity men on top with a
5-4 victory, leaving their perfect record untouched. The
men now boast a 16-0 record

and maintain their spot as the
top team in the country as
they begin playing for the
national championship. This
victory brings the Bantams'
11 -year winning streak to a
total of 199 games.
First to play was third
ranked Trinity senior quadcaptain Manek Mathur, facing
off against Princeton freshman Chris Callis.
Mathur and Callis had
each won one game as they
began the third game, but
Callis won both that one and
the next game, finishing his
first set against Trinity victoriously.
Among the sixth-ranked
players, Princeton senior and
captain of the team Hesham
El Halaby took three consecutive games from Trinity junior
Supreet Singh. This put
Princeton ahead by two sets
as the number nine-ranked
players began their set.
Ninth-ranked Trinity sophomore Chris Binnie split his
first four games against a fellow Princeton sophomore,
winning the first and third
games. Entering the fifth
game tied with Trinity down
by two sets, Binnie handled
the pressure well. He won the
fifth game and ultimately the
set, giving the Bantams their
first triumphant set.
Next, Trinity senior quadcaptain Gustav Detter defeated Princeton senior Kimlee
Wong in the second-ranked
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Junior Baset Chaudhry took his first loss of the season to Mauricio Sanchez.

see TRIN on page 15

Courtesy of www.trincoll.edu/athletics

Senior Aaron Westbrooks scored 21 points against Williams on Saturday.

DAN KUPPER '09
SPORTS WRITER

This is the way Trinity wanted to end the regular season.
After a convincing win that has
provided them with a great deal
of momentum, the Bantams are
now on a m1ss1on.
Just one day after a debilitating two-point loss in double
overtime to nationally-ranked

Middlebury College, the Trinity
College men's basketball .team
rebounded on Saturday with a
gutsy win, 83-73, over the
Williams College Ephs.
The Senior Day game
marked the fourth NESCAC
win for the Bantams, who finished the regular season in seventh place and are set to take on

see BANTAMS on page 105

